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Abstract
Rapid prototyping is widely used to reduce time to market in product design and
development. Today's systems are used by engineers to better understand and
communicate their product designs as well as to make rapid tooling to manufacture
those products. Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) milling machines are part
o f this technology. This project will present the design o f a small CNC machine, and
production, and analysis o f a small CNC machine. This machine has the
characteristics demanded by the industrial and academic designers. Studying the
existing machines aided in setting specifications for the new design. Comparing the
performance o f the new machine with existing machines will improve future designs.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction and Problem Solution
In the product design and development world, productivity is increased by guiding a
product from concept to market quickly and inexpensively. Rapid prototyping technology
aids this process. It automates the fabrication o f a prototype part from a three-dimensional (3D) solid model. The physical model conveys more complete information about the product
earlier in the development cycle. Prototyping processes fall into three categories: subtractive,
additive, and compressive. In a subtractive process, a block o f material is carved out to
produce the desired shape. An additive process builds an object by joining particles or layers
o f raw material. A compressive process forces a solid or a semi-solid material into the
desired shape which is then induced to harden or solidify.
Rapid prototyping processes are very common in the research and development
divisions o f companies. They are a very useful tool in the educational setting, where the
students need to get a feeling o f their solid model designs which will help them in building
up their engineering sense by realizing the errors o f the end product. The aim o f this project
is to design, build, and analyze a desktop prototyping machine that posses a wide range o f the
characteristics demanded by industrial and academic designers. These properties include:
1. The machine should be compact, light weight and easy to move and handle so that it
can be placed in laboratories, classrooms or offices.
2. The machine should be able to produce accurate models because these models will be
used to detect interference errors and assembly problems.
3. The machine should be inexpensive because there is no revenue from the products o f
this machine so the investment to build one should be as low as possible.

4.

The machine should be easy to manufacture using commonly available machine tools.
Also, it should be easy to maintain by a user who is not a professional machinist.

Most conventional prototyping methods fall into the subtractive category. These would
include machining processes such as milling, turning, and grinding. These methods are
difficult to use on parts with very small internal cavities or very complex geometries. On the
other hand, they have the advantage o f being cost effective, as well as producing prototypes
from a wide choice o f materials that include: polycarbonate, wax, wood, aluminum, and
brass. Since the vertical milling machines are used widely and most effective in producing a
variety o f shapes. The prototyping machine designed have three axis desktop milling
machine. To allow users with little machining skills to produce complex parts with wide
range o f geometries the new machine will be a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC)
machine.
1.1

Solution Methodology

This project was broken down into the following steps. First the performance o f existing
desktop numerically controlled mills was measured. A set o f metrics that characterize the
performance o f the small CNC machines were proposed. These metrics evaluated the most
critical components o f numerically controlled machine; the controller software and the axis
drive systems. Methods to quantify these metrics were developed and used to analyze an
existing small numerically controlled machine. Then the analysis was used to develop design
specifications for a new mill.
The design considered the developed specifications as well as simplicity and robustness.
Parts o f the new machine were manufactured on widely available machines. Others were
purchased. Finally the new mill was analyzed for its performance characteristics and

compared to design specifications, and used to make recommendations for future
modification or new designs.

Chapter 2 - Performance Metrics of Numerically Controlled Machines

The performance specification o f a CNC machine tool includes repeatability, linear
displacement and straightness accuracy, hysteresis, compliance, angular displacement eiTor.
A complete measurement o f those errors is very complex and requires special measuring
tools. For those reasons a simpler test will be carried out to analyze the existing machines.
The Prolight 1000™ CNC Machining Center manufactured by Light Machines o f Intelitek
Inc, and the CNC Express manufactured by Microkinetics Corporation. The analysis will
include the geometrical errors and inaccuracies produced by the controller.

2.1 Geometrical Errors

The Renishaw Ballbar™ shown in figure 3.1.1 and its software Renishaw BallBarS™ was
used to measure geometric errors present in a CNC machine tool and detect inaccuracies
induced by its controller. Errors are measured by instructing the machine to perform a ballbar
test using the part program shown in appendix A. The part code referenced above will make
the CNC mill follow a circular path. Small deviations in the radius o f this movement are
measured by a transducer and captured by the software. The resultant data is then plotted on
the screen to reveal how well the machine performed the test. In the data capture session a
50 mm ballbar transducer to evaluate the XY axis plane o f a typical 3 axis CNC machine was
used. During the data capture session, the ballbar moves in a clockwise and counter
clockwise direction through a 360° data capture arc which represents the path traveled by the
tip o f the ballbar transducer, during this procedure the software captures and records the
transducer output. The arc usually sits between two angular overshoot arcs as shown in figure
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Figure 2.1.1 the hardware required for the Renishaw ballbar test.[l]
(Reproduced with perm ission from Renishaw PLC, N e w M ills, W otton-under-Edge, G loucestertshire, GL12
8JR United Kingdom)

Angular overlap is an arc traveled by the tip o f the ballbar transducer before and after the
data capture arc. The purpose o f the arc is to allow the machine to accelerate to the required
feed rate before the ballbar passes through the data capture arc, and to decelerate before the
feed out movement is performed. The software captures data from the ballbar transducer

while it moves through an angular overshoot arc, but it discards this data after the data
capture run is complete.

Start/Finish

Data capture arc
/
(360»)

C entre m ount

Note: The m achine m ust
not sto p at this point

A ngular overshoot
(ISO® before data capture)

A ngular overshoot
(180® after data capture)

Figure 2.1.2 feed in, out, angular overshoot arcs and the data capture arcs.
(Reproduced with perm ission from Renishaw PLC)

The overshoot arcs are very important, because if the overshoot angle was set to be zero, the
software will start to capture data during the linear movement which compresses the Ballbar
transducer into its data capture operating range shown in figure 2.1.3, and will stop capturing
data during feed out. Data captured during the feed in and feed out movements is discarded
by the software but analysis o f the data captured at each end o f the data capture arc should be
performed carefully. At these points, the software expects the machine to be moving at a
constant contouring speed when, in reality, data will have been captured as shown in figure

2.1.4 while the machine was accelerating up to the programmed feed. This means that the
data will not represent the actual capability o f the machine.

It is therefore recommended that some angular overshoot is included, even if it is as small as
a few degrees.

Compression
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T
8ALLBAR

(
BALLBAR
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/
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.0 m m
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Figure 2.1.3 the data capture range o f the ballbar transducer is approximately 2mm. [1]
(Reproduced with perm ission from Renishaw PLC)
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I
_
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Time

Figure 2.1.4 a plot o f time vs. transducer travel shows the period o f machine acceleration
and how it would affect the integrity o f the data collected. [1]
(Reproduced with perm ission from Renishaw PLC)

If the machine had no errors, the plotted data would show a perfect circle. The presence of
any errors will distort this circle. These deviations from a perfect circle reveal problems and
inaccuracies in the machine's axes and the numerical controller.

Table 2.1.1 shows all the errors that can be tracked by the ballbar test and the nature of the
error as being a machine error, the type o f error that result from errors identified in the
machine to be tested, or a test error, a fault in the test or the testing procedure. If test errors
are present the test should be conducted again.

Error

Type o f Error

Backlash

Machine Error

Scaling Mismatch Error

Machine Error

Squareness

Machine Error

Cyclic Error

Machine Error

Lateral Play - Slop

Machine Error

Reversal Spikes

Machine Error

Stick - Slip

Machine Error

Vibration, Machine

Machine Error

Servo Mismatch

Machine Error

Master-Slave Changeover

Machine Error

Offset Change

Test Error

Plot Rotation

Test Error

Spiral Error

Test Error

Plot Discontinuity

Test Error

Radius Change

Machine Error or Test Error

Straightness

Machine Error or Test Error

Table 2.1.1 list o f the errors captured by the Renishaw ballbar test.

2.1.1

Backlash

The backlash is the motion lost when the axis is attempting to change its direction; this lost
motion is usually due to play in the drive system o f the machine. The plot has an outward
step or steps which start on an axis. The size o f a step is usually unaffected by the machine
feedrate. In figure 2.1.1.1, positive backlash is shown in the Y axis only.

X

270

Y T + 1 4 .2

Figure 2.1.1.1 an example o f positive backlash. [1]
(Reproduced with perm ission from R enishaw PLC)

In figure 2.1.1.1, the Y axis has positive backlash or lost motion o f 14.2 microns in both the
positive Y axis and the negative Y axis. The effect o f positive backlash on a machine is that
a circular interpolated cutter path will show a short flat as illustrated in figure 2.1.1.2.

P la t • Y a x is s l o p s m o m e n ta r ily

F la t Icn g tti

x l îia in o tc r

S lo w r e c o v e r y
Irofii p o s itiv e

backlastt error

Figure 2.1.1.2 the interpolation o f the inward step in the ballbar plot. [I]
(Reproduced with perm ission from Renishaw PLC)

Figure 2.1.1.2, shows how the Y axis approaches in a perfect circle but then diverges because
the axis has stopped. Plot scaling changes the fiat, which is actually machined, into a
backlash step on the diagnostic plot as the machine appears to go beyond the perfect circle. If
e is the height o f the backlash step on the diagnostic plot, then the length o f the flat on the cut
part can be calculated as the square root o f e multiplied by the diameter o f the cut made. For
example, a 10 micron backlash step will give a 1.7 mm flat on a 300 mm diameter cut.

2.1.2

Scaling Mismatch

Scaling Error is the difference in the measured travels o f the axes during the test.

For

example, if the machine is moving in a circle in the XY plane; the X and Y axes should
ideally move over exactly the same distance. If they do not, the difference in their
movements is the scaling mismatch error. The plot in figure 2.1.2.1 below shows an oval or
peanut shape distorted along the 0° or 90° axis. The axis o f distortion is unaffected by the
direction o f data capture, i.e. clockwise or counter-clockwise. The amount o f distortion
caused by scaling error is usually unaffected by machine feedrate.
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Figure 2.1.2.1 an example o f a scaling mismatch error. [1]
(Reproduced with perm ission from R enishaw PLC)

A positive value for Scaling Error means that there is over travel in the direction o f that
axis, a negative value means there is under travel. The amount o f under or over travel can be
calculated by multiplying the ballbar test circle diameter by the value o f the error.

For example, if the Scaling Error in the A axis direction is -25 pm, and the test radius was
150 mm, the travel in the X direction is short by:

"^ /i,o o o ,o o o x 2 X 150 mm = 0.0075 mm = 7.5pm

(i.e. the measured travel was 299.9925 mm instead o f 300.00 mm)

Scaling Mismatch is quoted in microns. It is calculated by taking the X axis diameter from
the Y axis diameter, as measured from the plot. If the value quoted for Scaling Mismatch is a
positive value then the X axis is over traveling the Y axis. If it is a negative value then the Y
axis is over traveling the X axis.
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One o f the machine axes is either over traveling or under traveling relative to the other.
There are a number o f possible causes for this [1];

•

The linear error compensation parameter within the controller software might be set
incorrectly.

•

If there is a linear encoder, the encoder maybe over or under-tensioned.

•

Excessive heating o f the ball screw.

2.1.3

Squareness Error

Squareness is the angle between the two axes in the test plane, less or more than 90°. Ideally,
the two axes should be perfectly perpendicular to each other; this would result in a
squareness error o f zero.

The units for squareness default to pm/m. Other units (such as arc seconds, degrees,
microns/foot, micron/millimeter) are available and can be set from the software.

A positive squareness error indicates that the angle between the two positive axes exceeds
90°. A negative squareness error indicates that the angle between the two positive axes is
less than 90°, this is illustrated in figure 2.1.3.1. 0 is the value quoted for squareness by the
diagnostic software.
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,V

* -+ x
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Negative sq u a re n e ss eirot
when negative
oirection on both axis

Positive sq u a re n e ss errci
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Figure 2.1.3.1 positive and negative squareness. [1]
(Reproduced with perm ission from Renishaw PLC)

The plot has an oval or peanut shape, distorted along the 45° or 135° diagonal. The axis o f
distortion is the same for both clockwise and counter-clockwise directions. The amount o f
distortion is unaffected by feedrate.

2.1.4

Cyclic Error

Figure 2.1.4 shows a cyclic sinusoidal error, varying in both frequency and amplitude around
the plot. Dy is the wavelength as measured along the Y-axis, is approximately constant
around the circle. This error is caused by a flaw in the axis ball screw axis or ball screw
mounting.
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V < 9 b).ini

D

Figure 2.1.4.1 an example o f cyclic error. [1]
(Reproduced with perm ission from Renishaw PLC)

There are a number o f possible causes for this [1];

• The ball screw is rotating around an eccentric axis, instead o f its center line.
• Eccentric mounting o f the encoder.
• Eccentric mounting o f the ball screw.

If the cause is the ball screw axis then the plot is unaffected by direction. Clockwise and
counter-clockwise plots will appear similar, if not identical. If the cyclic error is occurring in
a vertical axis in one direction, then the axis is moving up or down, and the weight balance of
the machine’s bed is likely to be at fault.
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2.1.5

Lateral Play

Lateral play is the play in machine guideways. It causes the axes o f the machine to move at
right angles to their guideways as the axis reverses.

This should be contrasted with a

backlash step, which is also caused by play, but in line with the axis. The difference between
the backlash and the lateral play is that in a Ballbar circular test, backlash is a radial error,
whereas lateral play is a tangential error.

Figure 2.1.5.1 an example o f a lateral play in the y axis. [1]
(Reproduced with perm ission from Renishaw PLC)

Figure 2.1.5.1, shows an example o f a Lateral Play plot. The plot is unaffected by the
machine feedrate, however is affected by the direction o f the axis. If clockwise and counter
clockwise runs are displayed at the same time then one plot will appear inside the other.
Which plot appears inside the other depends on the whether the Lateral Play error has a
positive or negative value. The plot shown in the figure has an equal positive Lateral Play in
the Y axis causing the clockwise plot to appear inside the counter-clockwise plot.
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2.1.6

Reversal Spikes

Axis reversal spikes, which appear when an axis is being driven in one direction, then pauses
momentarily at the turnaround point instead o f reversing smoothly to move in the opposite
direction as shown in figure 2.1.6.1.

Vi-1

Figure 2.1.6.1 an example plot o f a reversal spikes error. [1]
(Reproduced with perm ission from Renishaw PLC)

This error can be caused by some o f the following [1]:

•

The amount o f torque that was applied to the screw by the motor at the point o f
turnaround is less than what should have been applied in order to overcome the frictional
force when changing direction.

•

The time o f response o f the machine to compensate for the backlash is not correct, this
causes the axis to stop while the backlash is being compensated.

•

The timing response at the turn over point is poor, this causes a short delay between the
axis stopping movement during reversing the direction.
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The effect o f a reversal spikes is that a circular path will show a small flat followed by fast
recovery step as shown in figure 2.1.6.2.

Fla: • Y ax;ï stcü s rv jn a n :a r ly

F la l lifriçjth

x D a m e :c r

Figure 2.1.6.2 an example o f the effect o f a reversal spikes error on the actual circle milled
on the part. [1] (Reproduced with permission from Renishaw PLC)
The figure illustrates how the Y axis stops before changing the direction o f the movement
and this causes the actual circle to have a flat instead o f smooth circle then a fast recovery
into the regular path o f the tool. This flat is viewed as a reversal spike on the diagnostic plot.
If e is the height o f the spike on the ballbar plot then the length o f the flat on the actual part
can be calculated using the formula viewed in the figure above.

One way to minimize the effect o f reversal spikes [1] is to identify the feedrate at which this
problem is minimized and operate at that range o f feedrate when making the finishing cuts of
circles.
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2.1.7

Stick-Slip

Figure 2.1.7.1 shows a plot which clearly identifies an increase in the noise around one axis,
this error depends on the feedrate at which the machine is operating. Increasing the feed rate
can eliminate this problem while decreasing the feed rate will expand the band o f nose
appearing on the plot. This differentiates the stick-slip problem from the vibration problem
that will be discussed in 2.1.8 section.

llTt

Figure 2.1.7.1 stick-slip error as shown on a diagnostic problem. [1]
(Reproduced with perm ission from Renishaw PLC)

Stick-slip is caused when the feed rate drops to a certain speed where the axis begins to stick,
several reason can cause the sticking problem some o f those reason are [1];

The power delivered to the moving parts at low speeds is unable to overcome the
frictional forces causing the axis to stick momentarily.
The balls o f the linear bearings may be damaged causing them to prevent a smooth
movement at certain speeds.
Lack of lubrication on the guideways, this can be caused by old guideways unable to
maintain a lubricant film.
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Stick-slip causes a poor finish o f the machined parts at low speeds. The path o f the tool will
show flat regions that are followed by a small recovery then flat region as shown in figure
2.1.7.2.

Slip

F igure 2.1.7.2 the effect o f stick-slip on the machined part. [1]
(Reproduced with permission from Renishaw PLC)

If this problem was identified using the test, then the machine guideway bearings should be
checked for signs o f wear. If they are badly worn then they must be replaced. Lubricate the
machine guideway bearings where necessary. If it is suspected that Stick-Slip is occurring
due to insufficient power supply at low speeds, then the preload and power settings on the
machine should be adjusted as necessary.

Avoiding finishing cuts at very low federates where Stick-Slip may occur, this will reduce
the problem’s affect.

2.1.8

Vibration

The diagnostic plot shows uneven distribution o f noise throughout the whole plot, the
maximum noise occurs when the direction o f the ballbar is aligned with the direction o f the
noise, and usually the frequency o f the noise does not change whereas the amplitude changes
throughout the circle. Changing the feed rate will not affect the actual frequency o f the noise
in cycles/sec. but will change the frequency o f the vibration on the plot. A vibration plot is
shown in figure 2.1.8.1.
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F igure 2.1.8.1 a typical plot showing vibration error. [1]
(Reproduced with permission from Renishaw PLC)

The plot shows a machine that has vibration along the y axis, the cause o f the vibration may
be damaged rollers or vibration in the drive system, the ballbar software cannot quantify the
vibration. The vibration can also be caused by the environment in which the machine is
operating.

Vibration error in the machine causes a poor finish machined parts. The severity o f this
problem can be determined by the amplitude o f the vibration. The vibration problem can be
minimized by isolating the source o f vibration, and replacing the defective parts.

2.1.9

Master-Slave Changeover

The plot has steps at 45° points. The step sizes increase with increasing feedrate. A mirror
image plot is produced by changing direction. Steps may be either inward or outward as
shown in figure 2.1.9.1.
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Mill

Ill

Figure 2.1.9.1 a master-slave changeover error as captured by the ballbar diagnostic plot. [1]
(Reproduced with permission from Renishaw PLC)

This type o f error is not quantified by the ballbar software. The main cause o f this error is the
controller; some older controllers can not perform complex interpolation on more than one
axis at a time. On such controllers a circle is generated by driving one axis (the master axis)
at a constant feedrate whilst varying the feedrate on the other axis (the slave axis) to produce
an arc. To generate a full circle the axes must swap roles at the 45° points. This is illustrated
in figure 2.1.9.2.

X Axis

y A x is

Y M a ste r
45

180

270

X M aster

Y M aster

135

225

350
X M aster
315

Figure 2.1.9.2 master slave changeover every 45°. [1]
(Reproduced with permission from Renishaw PLC)
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2.1.10 Straightness
Figure 2.1.10.1, shows 3 distinct distortions in its general shape, these distortion are not
affected by the feedrate or the direction o f the machine, they might be affected by the
location on the machine’s bed at which the test was conducted. The plot shows a straightness
error in the Y axis.
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Figure 2.L10.1 Three distinct distortions in the plot caused by an error in the Y axis
straightness. [1]
(Reproduced with permission Irom Renishaw PLC)
The straightness error quoted by the diagnostic software is the peak to valley bow in the axis
over the length equivalent to the diameter o f the ballbar test.

A straightness error is caused by a lack o f straightness in the machine guideways.

The

guideways may be bent locally or there may be an overall guideway misalignment in the
machine. This may be the result o f wear in the guideways, an accident which has damaged
the machine guideways or caused then to become misaligned, or poor machine foundations
which may be the cause o f a bending effect in the whole machine. The effect o f a straightness
error on a machine is that the accuracy o f all machined parts will be poor.
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[1] The machine parts should be checked for wearing or bending in the guideways, also the
machine foundation should be checked. If defective parts are found they should be replaced.
2.1.11 ASME Standard Test Method.
The ASME B5.45 analyzes the data o f the ballbar for the Non Roundness o f the plot.
The non-roundness is defined by the difference between the maximum deviation and the
minimum deviation from the perfect circle. [1]

Non-roundness = maximum ballbar reading - Minimum ballbar reading

This calculation is performed either on CW or CCW data individually (if only one run was
performed) or on both runs in combination (if both CW and CCW runs were performed). The
software centers the data to remove any center offset before the results are calculated.

The ASME B5.57 [7] analyzes the data in the same manner as the ASME B5.45 except that
these calculations are performed on CW and CCW runs individually, after each has been
individually adjusted to remove any center offset. Also, if the ballbar length was calibrated
before the test starts, then the ASME B5.57 [7] will also calculate a value for the radial
deviation. This can be defined by the following equations:

Maximum radial deviation F (CCW) = Maximum ballbar reading - Test radius

Minimum radial deviation F (CCW) = Minimum ballbar reading - Test radius

The calculation is performed using CCW run data only, after the run has been individually
adjusted to include temperature compensation and remove any center offset.
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ISO 230-4, and JIS B6194, are similar to each other because they provide the circular
deviation if the ballbar is calibrated, moreover, both tests calculate the value o f the Circular
Hysteresis and it’s location relative to the diagnostic circle. Circular hysteresis is the
maximum radial separation between the CW and CCW data. The calculation is performed on
CW and CCW data in combination, after both runs have been adjusted together to remove
any center offset. [1]
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Chapter 3 -Performance Evaluation of Existing Machines
The Renishaw Ballbar Testing Kit, combined with the software “Renishaw BallBar 5?^,
release 5.05.13”, provides a powerful tool to evaluate numerically controlled machines.
The diagnostic plot is a mean to show the overall performance. The software also analyzes
the data according to the ASME B5.45, ISO 230-4, ASME B5.57, JIS B 6194, and a special
criterion that was developed by the Renishaw PLC. This criterion that gives an overall
performance measure will be adopted in this project.

Since the analysis o f the data according to Renishaw diagnostics, ASME B5.45, ASME
B5.57, ISO 230-4, and JIS B 6194 is large for each test to be presented within the body of
this report, the ballbar diagnostics were chosen to be presented for each test within the body
o f the report, because Renishaw diagnostics error values provide an excellent summary o f the
largest error detected and how much each one contributes to the overall error o f the plot.
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3.1 Discussion of the Microkinetics Mill Performance

The Microkinetics CNC express mill is supplied by the Microkinetics Corporation, the price
o f the machine is $7,995. The manufacturer claims that this machine is one o f the finest
examples o f applying the latest advances in technology to reduce the cost. It’s a mid size
machine that has a 17" X-axis travel, 7" Y-axis travel, and a 5" Z-axis travel.

The model number o f the machine that was tested is 999-6500-000, and the serial number is
0034. The machine is modified to a CNC machine, but can be operated manually, the
guideways o f the machine are dovetail slides. The spindle motor is a 2HP 115VAC, with 12
speeds 120-2500 RPM that are changed manually, the net weight o f the machine is 700 lbs.
The motors used to drive the X and Y axis are stepper motors with no feed back devices, the
motors are rated at 470 oz.in holding torque, 10.2 oz.in^rotor inertia, a step angel o f 1.8 deg,
and weigh 7.7 lbs. The controller software is MILLMaster Pro™ for windows operating
system, the CNC part program can be inserted, edited or imported using this software, the
interactive mode allows the user to see a graphical representation o f the part program. The
coolant and the spindle motor can be controlled from the software.

The actual values o f the errors from testing the machine are shown in table 3.1.1, and the
graphical plot o f the results is shown in figure 3.1.1.
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+Y

+X

W

o

Run 1

o

Run 2

200.0 pm/div

Figure 3.1.1 a plot o f the ballbar test on the Microkinetics CNC Express'"'"'^.
The plot in the above figure shows clearly a distorted shape, there is a clear backlash
problem in this machine. Run 1 represents a CCW direction and along this line a straight
ramp begins exactly along the positive X axis, negative X, and the positive and negative
Y axis. The backlash was defined previously as slop in the drive system, this could
include the radial bearings, the motor mountings and the ball nut. After examining the
machine drive components, the most probable cause for this slop is the radial bearings,
since the ball nut is a preloaded type nut which compensates for the slop between the ball
nut balls and the ball screw threads, more discussion o f the ball nut is presented in section
5.1.2.2. The automatic scale o f the plot is 200 microns per division, which is a very large
scale compared to common commercial machine plots, for example when the SHARK S600TM series o f Clausing Industrial, Inc, machine was tested the automatic plot scale was
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2 microns per meter. The software automatically chooses the scale o f the plot to include
all the data points captured during the test. The backlash also appears along the Y axis
which is also explained as slop in the rolling bearings o f the Y axis. Mill Master pro^^"^
software can be used to compensate for the backlash if it resulted from play in the driving
screw and its nut.

Operator; Hassan Rabe

M achine: M icrokin etics

Test Date: 2002-S ep-l 1 14:55:38
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Table 3.1.1 summary o f the actual values o f the ballbar results on the Microkinetics.
Table 3.1.1 shows the actual values o f the ballbar test results for the Microkinetics. The last
column shows errors ranked starting from the largest error to the smallest. The largest error is
the scaling mismatch, which was defined previously as the difference in the measured travel
between the X and Y axis during the test. The amount o f this difference in the travel can be
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calculated by adding the amount o f error to the ballbar test circle diameter. In this test the
scaling error in the X axis direction is 1303.9 |im, and the test radius was 50 mm, the travel
in the X direction is over traveling relative to the Y direction by:

'^°^‘^/i,ooo.ooo + 2 X 50 mm = 101.3039 mm
(i.e. the measured travel was 101.3039 mm instead o f 100.00 mm)
The axis ball screw overheated causing a ball screw fault. The machine may be subject to an
angular error as illustrated in figure 3.1.2, causing the X or Y axis to move out o f the test
plane as it travels. This might be caused by the axis guideways being not straight or are not
sufficiently rigid. A possible way to conform this by measuring the flatness o f the milling
bed using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) and taking several points along the X axis
o f the bed, then checking that these points lie on the same line. This can be verified using test
equipments that has a high accuracy like the Renishaw standard laser system which has ± 0.7
pm. Other test equipment like dial indicators does not have the accuracy to measure the
flatness o f the machining bed.

Figure 3.1.2, representation o f the angular error and how it can cause a scaling mismatch
error. [ 1]
(Reproduced with perm ission from Renishaw PLC,)
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Other contributors to the distorted plot are the cyclic error in the X, and Y axis, the causes for
the cyclic error was explained previously in this report. For this machine the most probable
reason for this error is that the ball screw mountings and the ball nut mounting are eccentric.
Another error that should be mentioned is the squareness error that contributes 5% to the
circularity error, the squareness is -0.16819 degrees or in other words, the angle between X,
and Y axis is 89.83181 degrees in the quarter that the plot lies in. a possible cause can be slop
in the linear slides which will allow the bed to rotate increasing or decreasing the angle
between the X and Y axis. Tightening the sliding elements will increase the friction force.
This is an inherent error in the design o f the dovetail sliding system, more information on the
sliding system is presented in section 6.1.2.5.

These are the largest errors that were identified by the test; other machine errors have a
relatively small contribution that makes them not o f a great importance at this stage.
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3.2 Discussion of the ProIightlOOO™ Performance
ProLIGHT is a 3 axis compact CNC system for training, engineering and light-duty industrial
machining applications. The construction of the proLIGHT allows it to be moved easily. It
uses a relatively heavy cast base that helps in vibration-damping. It also has a low friction
linear bearing, with X-axis travel o f 12 inch, Y axis o f 6 inch, and a Z-axis o f 9 inch. The
table load capacity is 100 lbs. The spindle drive motor is a DC permanent magnet rotating at
0-5,000 Revolution per minute and 1 HP motor. The axis driving motors are 150 oz.in, 200
steps per revolution synchronic stepper motors. The weight o f the machine is 365 lbs. The
controller software is spectraCAM™. This software is capable o f rapid, linear, circular and
helical interpolation using standard G-and M codes, programmable on/off spindle control and
multiple coordinate systems. Finally the price tag on this machine is approximately $27,000.
The serial number o f the machine that was tested is II93 D10117C.
Figure 3.2.0 shows the diagnostic plot o f the proLIGHT on the same scale as the
Microkinetics test, the difference in performance is clear between the two machines, but in
order to see the errors o f the machine, a smaller scale will be used for the diagnostic plot.
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+Y .

+X

200,0 pm/div

Figure 3.2.0, diagnostic plot o f the proLIGHT on the same scale as the Microkinetics. (200
pm per meter)

Run 1
Run 2

10.0 pm/div

Figure 3.2.1 a plot o f the ballbar test on the proLIGHT CNC machining center. (10 pm
per meter)
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Looking at the plot the only thing that can be seen is a small amount o f backlash, although
the plot scale is one tenth o f what the Microkinetics plot was. Roughly, this means that the
performance of the proLIGHT is better than the Microkinetics. The circularity o f the plot is
63.2 pm in the case o f proLIGHT whereas it’s 1226.0 pm for the Microkinetics that means
an improvement by a factor o f almost 20.
It can be seen using Table 3.2.1 that there is a large change between these values and the
values presented for the Microkinetics which was expected since the plot was much smoother
even though it was on a small scale.
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Table 3.2.1 the values o f the errors as analyzed by the Renishaw criteria.
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4
5
8
6
11
13
3

The order o f the errors are backlash at 16% contribution to the circularity error, scaling
mismatch 14%, cyclic errors and squareness at 5%. It can be noticed that these errors are the
most common errors to CNC machines and can be tracked easily by the software. The
backlash is approximately 0.026 mm which suggests a play in the drive system, the cause of
the play may be a play in the radial bearings, the ball nut or the ball screw.
The radial bearings are back to back duplex arrangement radial ball bearings as shown in
figure 3.2.2, this type o f bearings can handle thrust loading, which eliminates the play in the
bearings. So, the most probable cause for the backlash is the ball screw and the ball nut.
—2B—
B ack-to-back
arrangem ent
(OB)

L—a -

Figure 3.2.2, duplex arrangement angular contact bearings.
As for the scaling mismatch the value o f the error is 45.9 microns, this value could be
interpreted using the following equation to the actual difference between the travel o f the X
axis and the Y axis. The value is positive which means that the X axis is traveling more than
the Y axis. The next equation is simply adding the value o f the error to the total distance
traveled by the X axis.

45.9

/i.ooo.ooo + 2 X 50 mm = 100.0000459 mm

(i.e. the measured travel for the X axis is 100.0000459 mm instead o f 100.00 mm)
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The scaling mismatch could be caused by faults in the machine guideways o f the ball screw,
but in this case the machine hardware was checked and it is in good condition. The error may
be caused by the motor driver losing some steps in the Y direction, or adding a few steps in
the X direction. The value o f the mismatch could be considered normal in a desktop machine
since the purpose o f these type o f machines is not commercial production. The squareness
has a small contribution to the circularity error, the value o f the squareness indicates that the
angle between the X, and Y axis in the quarter the test was conducted is 89.99048 degrees,
which is acceptable deviation.
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Chapter 4 - Design Specifications for the New M achine
The purpose o f this section is to set the design specifications for the new machine. There are
two kinds o f design specifications, the first one deals with the axis travel, the work area, and
the spindle specification; these were mentioned in the previous section. The second kind
deals with the accuracy o f the machine, and for that purpose, the most common errors were
selected as testing results and are presented as the specification o f these machines. The
following results were selected;
1. Backlash is the amount o f play in the drive system along the axis o f movement, gives
an idea o f how the radial bearings, drive mounting, and the ball screw and nut are
behaving and a rough idea about their specifications.
2. Scaling mismatch is the amount o f over traveling o f one axis relative to the other axis.
This criterion gives an idea o f the condition o f the ball screw and guideways if they
are straight and in good condition.
3. Cyclic error. The plot has a cyclic sinusoidal error, varying in both frequency and
amplitude around the plot. It indicates eccentricity in the ball screw mountings along
the drive screw center line. Some times, this can be caused by a fault in the ball screw
itself.
4. Squareness is the difference between the perfect 90 degrees angle and the actual
angle between the X, Y axis. The cause could be a fault in the guideways or the
connection between the X, and Y axis.
5. Dynamic ASME 85.54 is a non-roundness o f the plot is a good estimate o f how the
two axis work together to move the machine in a circular path. As the machine is
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traversing with multiple axes along a circular trajectory, each axis goes through a
sinusoidal acceleration, velocity and position changes that requires the controller
software to continuously process the data while the machine is attempting to follow
the path.
6. Circular deviation clock wise and counter clock wise fo r the ISO230-4: Generally this
criterion is the same as the previous one, but here the data are handled separately for a
CW and CCW paths. It also provides information about the NC controller, and the
Motor driver.
Then, an overall goal is set, which is to build a machine that has a minimum work volume as
the proLIGHT. But the new machine should have accuracy specifications that exceed the
Microkinetics. In order to set the range o f values for the new design table 4.2, shows the
performance specifications o f both the proLIGHT and the Microkinetics. And the
specifications sought for the new design. The values chosen for the new machine are a
compromise between the two machines, they were set as the mean in order to have a largest
values. Tables. 1 shows the geometrical specifications o f the new machine versus the other
two machines.

Axis Travel
(inch)

X
Y
Z
Table Size

Work Area
No. T-Slots
Working Volume

GVSU Mill
11 in.
6 in.
4 in.
22.25 in. X 5.5 in.
3
503.08 in^

Machine Specifications
Microkinetics
proLIGHT
17 in.
12 in.
7 in.
6 in.
5 in.
9 in.
22.25 in. X 8 in.
19.5 in. X 6.25 in.
4
3
890 in^

T able 4.1 new machines’ geometrical specifications.
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1096.88 in^

Backlash:

Difference
(gm)

GVSU
Machine
Specifications
(gm)

370.6
368
346
328.8

343.8
342.2
321.1
301.4

198.7
196.9
185.45
178.1

45.9

1303.9

1258

674.9

positive X

6.1

190.3

184.2

98.2

negative x

8.4

198

189.6

103.2

positive Y

3.6

181.7

178.1

92.65

negative Y

8.4

183.1

174.7

95.75

btwn. X,Y

-0.00952 defis

-0.16819 degs

-0.15867

-0.088855

non
roundness

62.7

1226.3

1163.6

644.5

maximum
deviation

31.6 @18

550.1 @192

518.5

290.85

minimum
deviation

,-31.2 @97

,-676.1 @94

-644.9

-353.65

57.0
61.0

1157.5
1152.7

1100.5
1091.7

607.25
606.85

positive X
negative x
positive Y
negative V

Scaling
Mismatch

Cyclic Error

Squareness

Dynamic Error
(ASME 35.54)

Circular
Deviation
(ISO230-4)

CW
CCW

ProLIGHT
Machining
Center (gm)

Microkinetics
CNC Express
(gm)

26.8
25.8
24.9
27.4

Table 4.2 comparison between the performance specifications o f the tested machine.
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Chapter 5 -Design o f the New Machine
Figure 5 shows the CAD model o f the machine. A closer look at some parts will be
presented in the following sections.

Figure 5 a solid model o f GVSU mill.
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5.1 The H ard w are
The hardware can be divided into:
•

The structure

•

X and Y axes

•

The spindle assembly and the motor

•

The Z axis

The design o f each one o f those sections will be discussed separately. These systems
combined together form the overall design o f the mill.
5.1.2.1 The S tru ctu re

Upper part o f the structure

Lower part o f the structure

Figure 5.1.1.1 the structure o f GVSU mill.
The structure o f the machine was made out o f two identical sides connected by aluminum
plates to join them and provide a fixed distance between the sides o f the frame. Each side
was constructed from two pieces in order to minimize the size o f the milled part so it can be
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machined on the machining center available in Keller laboratory. The retrieved manufactured
parts from the older version machine are the two sides o f the lower section o f the structure.
The structure was made out o f 0.5 inch steel. Steel was chosen because it should provide
enough strength to hold the parts without exhibiting any deformations, especially plastic
deformation due to the dead weight o f the spindle motor and the z axis. This weight will
cause a positive stress in the outer surface o f the frame, eventually causing inaccuracies in
the mill. Deformations due to the force applied by the Z axis when plunging the milled part
will cause a negative stress in the same surface, eventually yielding inaccuracies.
Linear Bearings
5.1.2

X an d Y - Axis

Axis Drive Motor

Linear Guides

Ball Screw

Figure 5.1.2.1 the X and Y axis including the linear slides.
X and Y axes consist o f the same systems, which are the drive system, linear guides, and
the enclosing box. A discussion o f the design for each one o f these systems is in the
following sections:
The axis Drive System, composed of
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Axes motor
Axes actuator hardware
Rolling contact bearings
Motor mountings
Linear slides

Tightening nut
Bushing 1

pnHgy

Radial bearing
Ball nut

Ball screw

Stepper motor
Driving pulley
Figure 5.1.2.1 the axis drive system.
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5.1.2.1

Axe’s M otor

The choices for the motor that will drive the system were a servo motor, a step motor with
encoders or a step motor with no feed back.
Servo motors cost more than stepper motors because they provide part o f the feedback
system which, if it exists, makes the performance o f these machines much better than using
the stepper motors. There are several important factors that differentiate steppers and servos.
The most important factor is that servo-motors are used in closed loop systems, while
stepping motors are used in open loop. Stepping motors generally produce more torque at
low speeds than servos. On the other hand servo motors run much faster. Servo motors have
fewer magnetic poles, which mean they resonate less. A closed loop control uses position
information to determine how and when to energize the motor to produce the optimum torque
through the desired motion path. Closing the loop on a motor allows the system to
compensate for changes in load characteristics, system dynamics, or disturbance inputs.
Current flow into the winding o f a servo is controlled as a function o f rotor position. Because
a servo is closed loop, the control system will wait for the rotor to respond before moving to
the next position. A stepping motor control assumes that the rotor starts from rest with each
step. A stepping motor also accelerates much more rapidly than a servo. An open loop
system, while less expensive, relies on the motor and control to be able to overcome any
possible load condition that might be encountered.
Feedback systems are divided into three categories that are different in their properties. These
categories include; servo motors, encoders, and linear feedback systems, their properties
include contact or non contact, linear or rotary motion, measurement type, accuracy and cost.
The cost o f a single standard servo motor ranges between $400 - $600, whereas a stepping
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motor with the same size cost $150 - $300, an encoder cost approximately $150. Stepper
motors are brushless DC motors that require no maintenance. The stepper motor can run in
200 full steps or 400 half steps per revolution, but in combination with a micro-stepper drive,
they can achieve 20,000 micro-steps per revolution.
When stepper motors run in low load condition they achieve particularly good positional
accuracy. Since they have poor torque characteristics at higher speed, they tend to loose
position due to the fact that they run in an open loop system. This is the reason for the over
design specification for the torque. The choice o f running stepper motors in a closed loop
system by adding a separate feedback device like an encoder was eliminated because o f the
cost o f such system; it would add an extra $150 for each motor.
The choice o f the motor was set to be a step motor, and the whole system will be an open
loop system i.e. there is no feed back to the computer. That choice was made because a servo
system would cost 3-4 times the cost o f a step system. The process and calculations o f
selecting the motor are presented in appendix E. The motor was used in a series connection
to utilize the most holding torque available keeping the required current low.
Motor specifications are;
Motor Model Number

i ; 2 2 N K I T - l . \ l '- N S O I )

Connection
Holding Torque when 2
phase are ON

(oz-in )
( N .m )

Parallel
223
1.58

Series
223
1.58

Unipolar
158
1.12

Amps

Rated Current/Phase
Phase Resistance
Phase Inductance
Cost
M anufacturer & Supplier

DC
Ohms
mH

SUS

5
0.33
1.1

2.5
3.5
1.2
1.1
4.5
1.1
278
Pacific Scientific

T able 5.1.2.1.1 Electrical and mechanical spec, o f the stepper motor.
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5.1.2.2

Axis A ctu ato r H ardw are

Linear drive mechanisms are found almost every where in industry, but most o f these
systems have a large degree o f backlash. Systems that require accurate linear motion usually
use ball screws or lead screws; these are the types that were considered in this design. The
choice between those two options was also affected by other factors like the critical speed,
maximum compressive strength, and the bearing configuration. But the most important factor
was the efficiency o f the screw. Two options considered were lead screw or ball screw.
(a) Lead Screw: Lead screws are threaded screws fitted with a nut. The most common type
used in industry is the ACME screw, their basic function is to convert the rotary motion to
linear motion, for this type o f screw this function is achieved by sliding between the threads
o f the screw and the nut. So, the friction is a function o f the environment, lubrication, load,
and the duty cycle. The life expectancy for such system is difficult to quantify due to the
previous factors. Advantages o f lead screws include low cost, self locking in vertical
positions, silent operation, easy to manufacture, and the wide range o f choice o f materials.
Disadvantages include low efficiency 30% to 50%, so large motor drives are usually
required, and unpredictable life service. Figure 5.1.2.2.1, shows the lead screw system.
1
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Figure 5.1.2.2.1 Lead screw and nut.
(b) Ball Screw: The ball screw is a threaded rod that has rounded shapes that confonn to the
shape o f the ball bearing train which is contained in the nut. Advantages o f this screw include
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high efficiency 90% to 95% requiring less motor torque than the lead screw, predictable
service life, and low wear rate. Disadvantages include high cost, limited range o f materials,
and when used in vertical position they require and external brake. Figure 5.1.2.2.2, shows
an example o f a ball screw system.

kill
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Boll S c r e w
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1

r ‘* • .1.1
1'ft

Figure 5.1.2.2.2 Ball screw and nut.

It’s worth mentioning again, that the efficiency o f the ball screw is generally up to 95%,
while the lead screw’s efficiency is 30% to 50%. A calculation sheet for the ball screw is
presented in Appendix B. The price o f both the screw and the nut can be found in
appendix F. The standard rolled ball screw that was chosen has the following properties
presented in table 5.1.2.2.1.
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L ead A ccuracy

.004”/ft, 0.1016 mm/300 mm

Resolution

0.00005”, 0.00127 mm

Material

4150 high carbon alloy steel

Pitch

0.2”, 5.08 mm

Ball circle diameter

0.631”, 16.0274 mm

Root diameter

0.5”, 12.7 mm

Supplier

Nook Industries, Inc.

Cost per 6 foot

$58.3

Table 5.1.2.2.1 specifications o f the ball screw.

The ball nut specification is restricted once the ball screw has been chosen. The alternatives
were:

Single circle or double circle standard ball nut, the single circle refers to the
number o f independent threads on the screw shaft, a single circle would move a
distance equal to the lead each revolution, whereas a double circle moves half the
lead each time it completes one revolution the double circle is more expensive
than the single circle.
Preloaded ball nut, this kind o f ball nut is more accurate because it eliminates the
backlash, but, it’s more expensive than the standard ball nut. Preloading is
achieved by forcing two nuts away from each other along the screw axis. This
reduces backlash in ball screws, by keeping the ball bearings tight against the
sides o f the grooves. That will restrict the motion o f the overall nut assembly,
which delivers the linear motion, only with the screw rotation.
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Since the budget available to the machine is limited, the single standard ball nut was chosen.

5.1.2.3 Rolling C ontact Bearing

Rolling contact bearings are used to reduce the friction and wear between mating surfaces. A
wide range o f options exist. Three feasible options were considered in this project.

m.

F igure 5.1.2.3.1 deep groove ball bearing.

The three options were deep grove ball bearing, the angular contact ball bearing, and the
tapered roller bearing. Table 5.1.2.3.1 shows the design characteristics o f each type of
bearing.

Looking at the chart, it’s apparent that deep grove ball bearing can best accommodate various
loading conditions. Since this type o f bearings is relatively inexpensive $17.70 the radial
bearings that were used are single-row deep-groove bearings, with the following properties
shown in table 5.1.2.3.2.
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Bearing Schematic

a

XX
Bearing Type

Deep
Groove
Ball
Bearings

Angular
Contact
Ball
Bearing

©©©©

©©©©

©©©

©©©

© © ©

©©©

©©©©

©©©

©©©

©©©©

©©©

© ©©

Tapered
Roller
Bearing

Load Carrying Capacity
Radial Load
^ Axial Load
High Speed
High Rotating Accuracy
Low Noise/Vibration
Low friction Torque

Table 5.1.2.3.1 the three feasible options that were considered.

P a rt N um ber

A7Y55-PS11250G

Bore D iam eter
O uter
D iam eter

0.5 in

M aterial

440 stainless steel

W idth

0.313

Lubrication

Commercial grease

Dynamic load

880 lb

Static load

505 lb

Supplier

SDP-Sl

Cost/ unit

$17.70

1.125 in

Table 5.1.2.3.2 specifications o f the deep groove bearings used in the design.

This type o f bearings supports radial load and small thrust loading. The axial force applied by
the bearing can be computed.
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First, assuming the stepper motor is applying its rated torque to the system which is 233 oz-in
(233 oz-in = 14.6 Ibf.in). This assumption is conservative because the stepper motor will not
reach its rated torque while running.

The formula is used below to obtain the axial force that includes acceleration force, external
force, and the friction force.
^

Where:

T * ln e

Fa = axial Force (lbs)
L = Lead (inches) = 0.2
T= torque applied to the system (lbf.in)= 14.6 Ibf.in
e = efficiency o f the screw = 90%

F. = li.É.ï 2f(;rx0.9
0.2
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To calculate the radial bearing load F

r

R 2 = 0 . 6 7 in
Screw Pulley

-

R l = 0 . 3 5 in

Motor Pulley

F igure 5.1.2.3.2 the driver and the follower pulley diameters and distance.

The force transmitted by the belt is inclined by an angel cp, that can be found using the
following equation, where C is the distance between the centers o f the pulley, Ri, R 2 are the
driven and follower pulley radiuses.

^ = sin"' {— — — )
(4 = s in ''(

0.6671-0.3491

) = 10.41° Deg = 0.1

1.7599

The maximum bearing load on either pulley occurs when the belt is transmitting the
maximum horsepower, under this condition the maximum bearing load is given by the
following equation [2]:
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Max. Bearing Load =
300*0.3491

^ S cosl0.41
e'™ * -r

Max. Bearing Load = 1.48/6

Where : fgm af=the maximum radial bearing load

a = angle o f warp o f smaller pulley, radians (1 rad = 57.3 deg)
H = coefficient o f friction between pulley and belt
(p= angle o f load direction
RPM = rpm o f the pulley
B-Driver = radius o f the driver pulley
hp = motor power in hp

To calculate the bearings life in millions o f revolutions, the Anti Friction Bearing
Manufacturers Association (AFBMA) recommends the following equation to calculate the
equivalent load P.

P=XVFr+YFa

Where : P = equivalent Load
Fr = applied constant radial load
Fa = applied constant axial (thrust) load
V = a rotation factor, which equals 1 for a rotating inner race bearing t
X = radial factor, equals 0.56 for single row bearing t
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y = a thrust factor, equals 1 for Single Row Bearing when
t

( F g /C o )

= 0.8178 t

Values obtained form fig u re 10-24, P685, M achine Design, Robert L. N orton

P = 0.56 X 1 X 1.48 + 1 X 413 = 413.83 lb

Typical life distribution for ball bearings can be obtained using the following equation.

L=

L=

^ 880
,413.83J

1 = 9 .6 1 5
Where L = fatigue life expressed in millions o f revolutions
P = the constant applied force
C = the basic dynamic load rating
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5.1.2.4

M otor M ounting

Foîîo-wer
Pulley

Driver
Pulley

Figure 5.1.2.4.1 Timing belt, and timing pulleys

Since, for this application, the relative motion between the motor pulley and the driver
pulley, as illustrated in figure 5.1.2.4,1, is important, this design adopted synchronous belts,
commonly known as timing belts to transfer rotational motion from the motor to the ball
screw. The advantages o f this method are:

1) This method provides flexibility in positioning the motor in a more convenient location.
Because the motor does not have to be in a specific location, for example in the case o f
direct mount, the motor have to be in front screw.
2) Using this method, would eliminate the need for precise alignment o f the motor shaft and
the ball screw. This problem is solved by using a flexible coupling when the direct mount
method is adopted. Flexible couplings are more expensive than the timing belt and
pulleys.
3) The torque speed-ratio can be manipulated through the use o f different numbers o f teeth
in both the motor pulley and the ball screw pulley.
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4) There is no slippage or creep as with plain flat belts. Required belt tension is low,
therefore producing very small bearing loads, which in turn reduces the requirements of
the bearings. Timing belts will not stretch and do not require lubrication.
5) Using this method, the system can accommodate sudden changes without conveying all
the effect to the motor, for example if the ball screw stops the rotation due to an external
effect, the timing belt will reduce the impact o f this sudden change after a certain torque
applied and will not force the step motor to stop.
6) Ease o f assembly.

Characteristics o f Reinforcing Fibers made out o f polyester is presented in table 5.1.2.4.

Ultimate Tensile Stress
Elongation at break
Modulus (approx.)
Supplier
Cost

160,000 lbs/in"
14.0%
2,000,000 lbs/in'
SDP-SI
$13.65

Table 5.1.2.4 polyester reinforced belt characteristics.

One o f the main advantages o f polyester cord over higher tensile cords is the lower modulus
o f polyester, enabling the belt to rotate smoothly over small diameter pulleys. Also, the
elastic properties o f the material enable it to absorb shock and dampen vibration. That is why
Polyester belts have proven superior to other kinds o f reinforcements when using stepper
motors.
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5.1.2.5 L in ear Slides

The performance o f a drive system is primarily determined by the type o f sliding elements
which will be used. Three major types will be considered: dovetail slides, linear bearings,
and crossed roller bearings.

Dovetail slides are the simplest type o f linear translation stages. They consist o f two flat
surfaces sliding against each other with the geometry shown in Figure 5.1.2.5.1. Dovetail
slides can provide long travel and have relatively high stiffness and load capacity. They are
more resistant to shock than other types o f slides and fairly resistance to dirt, but their
friction varies with translation speed. This makes precise control difficult and limits the
resolution o f the machine, dovetail slides are difficult to manufacture. [12]

F igure 5.1.2.5.1 illustration o f the dovetail slides.

Linear ball bearing slides reduce friction by replacing sliding motion with rolling motion.
Balls are captured in guide ways by means o f hardened steel rods as shown in Figure
5.1.2.5.2. The guide ways are externally loaded against the balls to eliminate unwanted play
in the system. Even with this preload, the friction is very low which results in extremely
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smooth travel with the capability to make small controlled incremental movements. Linear
ball bearing slides are relatively insensitive to dirt and chips because each ball contacts the
guide ways at only a single point allowing dirt to be pushed out o f the way instead of
trapped. However, their point contact nature makes the balls and guide ways more subject to
damage from overload, shock, or wear. Increased loading is possible using a double row of
balls along machined bearing ways.

Figure 5.L2.5.2 illustration o f th e linear ball b earin g slid es.

Crossed roller bearings shown in figure 5.1.2.5.3, offer all o f the advantages o f ball bearings
with higher load capacity and higher stiffness. This is a consequence o f replacing the point
contact o f a ball with the line contact o f a roller. Bearings o f this type require more care
during assembly which results in higher costs.
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Figure 5.1.2.5.3 illustration o f the crossed roller bearing slides.

The bearings chosen for this project were linear ball bearings because they are relatively
inexpensive and provide very good performance.
The linear sliding system that was used is shown in figure 5.1.2.5.1. It is a box guided by two
guide rods and supported by linear bearings. The guide rod and bearing system support the
load while the ball screw and the ball nut drive the load. The choice is due to the fact that
these systems are lighter in weight, more compact, work resistance, and easy to manufacture.
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Guiding Rod

Linear Bearing

P
Axis Left Plate

Axis Right Plate

I

P
Figure 5.1.2.5.4 the guided linear sliding system.

The design o f the linear slides incorporates the orientation o f the linear bearings and the
objective is to enclose all the bearings in one box. This was achieved by fixing the linear
bearings to the sides o f a box. The linear bearings and linear rods were salvaged from the
older version machine, so the new design had to accommodate for their size and
specification. Table 5.1.2.5.1.
Part Number
Nominal Diameter (in)
Mass (ib)
Dynamic Load Capacity (ibf)
Supplier
Cost/unit
Cost/inch, Linear Rod

SPB-12
0.75
0.6
600
Thomson Industries
$60.98
$0.90

Table 5.1.2.5.1 specifications o f the linear bearings used in the design o f the GVSU mill.
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This type of bearings accommodates for inaccuracies in the base flatness by self-aligning
capabilities that reach 0 .5 inches. The travel speed can reach 10 ft/s without reduction in
load capacity. They are light weight, and have engineered-polymer retainers and outer
sleeves that reduce inertia and noise. The coefficient o f fnction is constant and as low as
.001. Another advantage o f the linear bearings is that they facilitate the use o f smaller, less
expensive drive motors, belts, ball screws.
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5.1.3 Z Axis

The Z axis has the same components mentioned previously as the X, and Y axes, but it also
holds the spindle motor and the spindle assembly.

The Spindle Assembly

Motor Pulley
Spindle Motor

Tim insBelt
Spindle Pulley

ijj

Tool Holder

m y

Figure 5.1.3.1 the spindle assembly.

The spindle assembly consists o f the electric motor and the tool holder. Both o f these were
salvaged from the older version machine. The spindle motor is a 1/6 hp, 1500 RPM, AC
motor.

The new mill is anticipated to mill through plastics and wood, as is the spindle motor o f the
proLIGHT machine, which has 1 hp, and a speed o f 0 - 5000 RPM. The salvaged motor does
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not satisfy these requirements. The motor provides power to cut through material at a certain
rate. Since the motor provides lower power, the axis feed rate should be set to be low. This
will eventually yield a slow moving axis. When choosing the spindle motor there are many
things to consider, the power o f the motor, rotational speed, required electric power, and the
size o f the mounting brackets and accessories. There is a wide selection o f motors, both in
AC and DC configuration. The tool holder will be chosen according to the size o f the end
mills that will be used, it should be ideal for milling wood or plastics, and easy to mount.

5.2 T he Softw are
The controller software is the other main part o f the numerically controlled machines.
Numerical control can be defined as a method o f automatic control that uses coded
instructions to cause the machine to perform a specific series o f operations. The right handed
Cartesian coordinate system provides a simple method for the definition o f any point in three
dimensional space. The path which the cutting tool follows as it traverses from point to point
depends upon the type o f control system used. The three basic paths in control systems are
point to point, straight cut systems and contouring systems. [13]

1. The point to point system does not control the path between points. Each axis o f motion
is controlled independently so the path from the start position to the next position is not
unique. Some point to point systems moves along the X axis and then along the y,
whereas others reverse the order o f execution. Because the traverse path is not controlled,
point to point systems can only be used in NC applications in which a discrete operation
is performed such as drilling a hole at a given stationary location.
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2. Positioning/straight-cut systems provide a greater degree o f axis coordination than pointto-point devices. The straight cut system has the ability to accurately follow a straight
path along each machine axis. Many controllers o f this type produce limited diagonal
paths by maintaining a one-to-one relationship among the motions o f each axis.
3. Contouring systems are the most flexible and developed. The controller generates a path
between points by interpolating intermediate coordinates. All contouring systems have
linear interpolation capabilities and circular interpolation and since the contouring system
provides a predictable, accurate path between points, any path in space can be traced.
Some software that is provided with these machines is produced either by the manufacturer
or under his supervision. The manufacturer software is a small graphical user interface Gcode interpreter program that helps the user to control and interface a PCI card. Mill master
pro is used in the CNC Express Microkinetics, and spectra CAM mill is used with ProlightTw
1000 CNC Machining Center. Other programs are full controllers requires only a parallel
port from the computer. Usually these controllers vary in their capabilities; their main
purpose is to control the CNC machine. Those software’s run under common operating
systems; Windows and DOS that does not provide an actual real time control for these
controllers.
Third party softwares can be found in the market as independent softwares that are used to
run a certain type o f machines. This software costs more than mill MASTER pro^"'^ or spectra
CAD'*''^ but provides higher capabilities, it can be more user friendly to be able to compete in
the market. They also introduce very nice graphics like the CNC professional, and bobC AD/C AM. The cost o f this type o f software ranges between $500 -$2000.
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“The Enhanced Machine Controller (EMC) is Government supported software that
does not run under windows the program is the National Institute for Standards and
Technology effort to develop and validate a specification for interfaces to open
architecture controllers. This specification is being developed jointly with the
Department o f Energy. The specification is formally defined in the C++ language,
and consists o f C++ header files forming an Application Programming Interface
(API) suitable for programmers.” [13]
The EMC is part o f a broader industry group, the Open Modular Architecture Controller. The
purpose o f the group is to establish a specific set o f APIs to be used by vendors to sell
controller products and services to the aerospace and automotive industry. EMC participation
is focused on validating the APIs and developing measures o f conformance.
Several controllers have been installed on test beds for the purpose o f validating that the
APIs work in real-world application. A second purpose for these test beds is to further the
NIST Real-time Control System methodology.
The purpose o f the EMC program is to develop and validate this open system environment,
based on real-world implementations in shop floor environments, together with a consortium
o f users, vendors, and technology providers. [13]
The official NIST definition for the EMC program: "The Enhanced Machine Controller
(EMC) program is a NIST effort to develop and validate a specification for interfaces to open
architecture controllers". [13] In simpler terms, EMC is a free and open source CNC
controller program. The EMC can control machine tools, robots, or other automated devices.
It can control servo motors, stepper motors, relays, and other devices related to machine
tools.
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The PC, running Linux as its operating system, is actually controlling the stepper motor
drives by sending signals through the printer port. These signals (pulses) make the stepper
drives move the stepper motors. The EMC can also run servo motors via servo interface
cards or by using an intended parallel port to connect with external control boards.
The EMC is used to control a machine with part programs. The actual G-code can be sent
using MDI (Machine Device Interface) or sent as a file. These choices are made by the
operator and entered using the graphical user interface (GUI).
G-code is sent to the interpreter which sends blocks o f commands to the task and motion
controller. The GUI for EMC comes in many variations, text based, X Windows, Tcl/Tk, The
user interface for EMC can easily be customized by users, appendix C presents the
explanations for the configuration file.
This controller is an open source controller and can be downloaded from the internet without
any cost. The fact that EMC runs under real time Linux is because real time Linux provides a
real time control over the outputs. It is much better than the windows or DOS operating
systems.
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5.3 The D river and Electronics

Gecko Driver

Power Supply

Power Supply

Sheet Metal Cover

F igure 5.3.1 the drive rack and the 0201 A inside.
The motor driver shown in figure 5.3.1 is another part o f the mill. The main function
o f this part is to convert the driving signals from a TTL based signal to a power signal that is
used to drive the motors, in this case stepper motors. As mentioned earlier stepper motors are
very easy to control. The complexities o f the stepper motors drive system depend on the
power requirements o f the stepper motors being driven. The motor’s driver should have the
following specification:
•

Bipolar chopper driver
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“A class o f step motor driver which uses a switch mode (chopper) technique to
control motor current and polarity. Bipolar indicates the capability o f providing motor
phase current o f either polarity (+ or -)” [3].
•

The driver must be capable o f providing the maximum current required by the stepping
motor, which is up to 2.5 amperes.

•

In order to make the driver more accurate a lOmicro-step/step driver is chosen. It divides
the 200 step motor per revolution to 2000 steps per revolution, thus obtaining 0.18
degrees per step, and with a 5 turns per inch ball screw and a reduction o f 2 from the
pulley assembly, the result is 20,000 steps per inch or 0.00005 inches per step.

The G201A lOuStep Drive was selected which has the characteristics shown in table 5.3.1.
G201 A
Supply Voltage

24 to 80 VDC

Phase Current

1 to 7 Amps and 0.3 to 2 Amps (2 ranges)

Auto Current Reduction

33% of set Current, I second after last Step Pulse

Size

2.5” W, 2.5”D,0.85”H

Mounting Pattern

4 6-32 screws, 1.75” by 2.375”

Quiescent Current

15 Ma or less

Weight

3.6 oz. (100 gm)

Step Frequency

0 to 200 kHz

Step Pulse “0” Time

0.5 p sec min (step on falling edge)

Operating Temp

0 to 70 C

Step Pulse “ 1” Time

4 p sec min

Humidity
Direction Setup
Power Dissipation
Suppiier
Cost

0 to 95% (non condensing)
1 p sec min (20 p sec hold time after step edge)
1 to 18 W (1 to 7 amps)
Gecko Drives
$278

Table 5.3.1 characteristics o f the 201A Gecko drive.

The drive rack is sheet metal containing all o f the necessary electronics, switches, and
wiring. It has the following functions and specifications:
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1. Rugged all steel construction shields against RFI/EMI interference.
2. Emergency stop for improved safety.
3. The Drive Rack has two illuminated ON/OFF switches, one for the drive rack power
and the other is for the spindle power.
4. 24VDC fan to bring the temperature o f the step drives down. The drives need a fan
only when they are running with 2.5 amps or more, this will increases the reliability
o f the drive.
5. The power supply is capable o f providing a constant 24 VDC at a range o f amperage
from 0 - 6.5 A, with a +/-1% voltage tolerance.
6. There are 3 ,2 .5 Amps fuses on the power lines supplying the driver with its power to
protect the drivers from over rated current.
7. A 4.5 VDC transformer that provides a voltage to power the TTL signal inputs on the
drive.

A schematic diagram for the driver rack is provides is appendix D.
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Chapter 6 -M easurem ent of the Performance of the New Machine

+Y

Run 1
Run 2

100.0 pm /div

F igure 6.1 the first diagnostic plot o f the new machine using a 50 mm ballbar.
The first test that was conducted on the new mill resulted in the plot shown in figure 6.1,
Table 6.1 clearly shows the largest contributor to the circularity error is the scaling mismatch,
which represents the over travel o f the one axis over the other and since the value o f the
scaling mismatch error is positive, then it can be concluded that the X axis is traveling more
than Y axis by approximately 0.087 mm. The value o f the over travel was calculated from the
following equation that was used previously with the Microkinetics and the proLIGHT.

000,000+ 2 X 50 mm = 100.8659 mm

(i.e. the measured travel was 100.8659 mm instead o f 100.00 mm)
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O perator: hassan
Rabe

M achine: 001

Date: 2 0 0 3 -Ja n -l7

Instrum ent:

18:03:50

D ynam ic b allbar

In d e p e n d e n t
E rro r
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Backlash X

i
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►26.3 p m

51.5 pm
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9

Backlash V
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▼ 25.3 pm

62.4 pm

5%

4

Reversal spikes X

i
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56.2 pm

4%

7
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^ -61.5

▼ 0.0 p m

61.5 pm
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6
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> -89.8 p m
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2
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*

▼ -54.7 p m

136.9 pm

10%

3

t4 l.4

4 /3 5 .6 p m

41.4 pm

3%

12

t3 6 .8

4/6 1 .5 p m

C y c lic e rro r X
C y c lic e rro r V
Servo m ism atch
Squareness
Straightness X

-56.2

227.3

61.5 p m

4%

5

10.90 ms

55.0 pm

4%

8

-0.05655 degs

49.3 pm

4%

10

-92.2 p m

46.1 pm

3%

II

Straightness V

-25.4 p m

12.7 pm

1%

13

S caling m ism atch

865.9 p m

433.0 p m

31%

1

C y c lic p itch X

25.4000 m m

C y c lic p itch Y

25.4000 m m

Radius

50.0000m m

302.7 m m /m in

Feedrate

254.0m m /m in

C enter o ffse t X

54.1 p m

Start/End/O vershoot

0 °/3 6 0 °/l8 0 °

C enter o ffse t Y

-163.0 p m

Run sequence

CCW CW

C irc u la rity

611.2 p m

T e s t P a ram e ters

C alculated
feedrate

Sam ple rate

20.833H z

T able 6.1 the actual values o f the first test.

The first thing that was done regarding this error is to find out if the error is generated from a
fault in the hardware or a software problem. The enhanced machine controller allow the user
to modify all the settings regarding the pulse frequency relative to the axis travel in the
emc.ini file that contains all the settings. The number o f steps per inch for the entire axis was
set to 20,000. This value was derived from the following equation:
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Number of steps per inch= number o f revolutions per inch for the ball screw * ratio o f the
follower pulley to the driver pulley * number o f steps per revolution o f the motor * number
o f steps o f the controller to one step o f the motor.

20 000 = t ^ ^ t
’
inch

2005fe/7
'■
'>«olor

1 0 ^
v

) micro_steppms_dme

It was concluded that the difference between the travel o f the X axis and Y axis in steps is
Approximately 70 steps, so the new value for the X axis is 19930 steps, and for the Y axis
20070 steps. And the test was conducted again to find out the effect o f the new settings on
the scaling mismatch problem. Figure 6.2-1 shows the plot o f the second test on the same
scale as the first test, in order to show the improvement in the circularity. Figure 6.2-2 shows
the plot o f the second test on a smaller scale.
The scaling mismatch error decreased as shown in the table 6.2, which means that the
modification decreased the scaling mismatch. This technique o f solving the mismatch
problem can also be used if the scaling mismatch was due to an over all bend in the X axis
guideways, this can be cleared by multiple tests along the longest travel axis.
The scale o f the plot in the second test is 50 microns/ division which is half the scale in the
first plot, which means that the software was able to combine all the data points in a closer
range than the first set o f data. This verifies that the over all circularity error was lower than
the first test and by looking at the data o f the second test, the circularity o f the first test is
611.2 microns, whereas the circularity o f the second test is 423.4 microns. There is an
improvement in the overall performance.
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+Y

+X

Run 1
Run 2

100.0 pm/div

Figure 6.2-1 diagnostic plot o f the second test on a 100 pm plot scale as the first test.

+Y__

\ \
/ /

+X

/ /

50.0 pm/div

Figure 6.2-2 diagnostic plot o f the second test on a 50 pm plot scale.
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Operator: hassan
Rabe

M achine: 001

Date: 2003-Feb-19

Instrum ent:

15:42:29

D yna m ic ballbar

In d e p e n d e n t
E rro r

M a g n itu d e

Backlash X

i

Backlash Y

-2.2

R a n k in g

c ir c u la r it y

►38.9 p m

38.9 p m

4%

6

tS .l

V -3 .6 p m

8.1 p m

1%

13

Reversal spikes X

i. 59.4

k -68.4 p m

127.8 p m

14%

2

Reversal spikes V

^ 8 1 .3

▼ 0.0 pm

81.3 p m

9%

3

Lateral p la y X

4 - 3 1 .7

k -20.2 p m

26.5 p m

3%

10

Lateral p la y Y

f 44.9

•V -66.4 p m

35.7 p m

4%

7

C y c lic e rro r X

t2 2 .5

d /3 5 .0 p m

35.0 p m

4%

8

C y c lic e rro r Y

t5 9 .5

d/4 7 .9 p m

59.5 p m

7%

4

Servo m ism atch

4.69 ms

19.9 pm

2%

11

-0.27230 degs

237.6 pm

26%

1

Straightness X

-114.1 p m

57.1 p m

6%

5

Straightness Y

60.8 p m

30.4 p m

3%

9

8.5 pm

1%

12

Squareness

S caling m ism atch

17.0 p m

C y c lic p itch X

5.0400 m m

C y c lic p itch Y

5.0400 m m

Radius

50.0000m m

253.8 m m /m in

Feedrate

254.0m m /m in

C alculated feedrate

T e s t P a ram e ters

C enter o ffse t X

-33.0 p m

Start/End/O vershoot

073607180°

C enter o ffs e t Y

-120.0 p m

Run sequence

CCW CW

C irc u la rity

423.4 p m

Sample rate

20.833H z

Table 6.2 the actual values o f the second test.
Since, the largest error was eliminated, the second largest is now in the top o f the list.
Squareness is 26% o f the overall error. Squareness is the difference between 90° degrees and
the angle between the X, Y in the quarter the test was conducted. The bolts that connect the
X, Y axis together were checked to make sure they were tight, and then the test was repeated
again. Figure 6.3, shows the final testing plot. The result are shown in table 6.3, the values of
the circularity was decreased from 423.4 microns to 369.8 microns. The squareness error
mean value was -0.27230 deg this value dropped to -.2181 degrees. This indicates that the
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loose bolts had only a slight contribution to the squareness and there is a fault in the
hardware that causes this problem. The X axis is connected to the Y axis through the 4 linear
bearings and 1 ball nut. The ball nut is not the major aligning part, the bearings are.

+Y

\ \
O A

+X

Run 1
5 0 .0 pm /d iv

R un 2

Figure 6.3 diagnostic plot o f the final test.
The next major problem is the reversal spike that was defined as a momentary pause o f the
axis when changing direction. This pause is caused by an inadequate amount o f torque
applied by the driving motor at the reversing point causing it to stick momentarily at the
reversal point, or it can be caused by poor controller timing when compensating for the
backlash. These two causes do not apply to this test because the drive is able to provide an
excess torque for moving the axis. The original part program that is used in the ballbar test
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instructs the machine to move a full circle in one line o f code that is (G02 12.00 JO.O).
Unfortunately this code is not applicable to the Enhanced Machine Controller, so the circle
had to be broken down into 4 arcs and instead o f 1, 4 lines o f code, which creates the
problem o f momentarily pausing while reading and executing the lines.
The other problem is the cyclic error. The most obvious reason for the cyclic error is that the
ball nut, radial bearings, and the follower pulley are not in line. So, when looking at the ball
nut from the direction o f movement o f the axis, the ball nut will be moving in circles instead
o f being steady. This will be interpreted as sinusoidal error in the plot with approximately
constant wavelength.
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M =chin=:OOI
Date: 2003-Feb-

Instrum ent: D ynam ic

191 6 :0 7 :1 0

ballbar

In d e p e n d e n t
E rro r

M a g n itu d e

R a n k in g
c ir c u la r ity

i

Backlash X

►35.1 pm

35.1 p m

-4 %

-7
-13

^ 4.4

▼ -0.9 pm

4.4 pm

-1%

i

57.3

►-55.6 pm

112.9 pm

-1 4%

-2

66.0

▼ 57.1 p m

66.0 pm

-8 %

-4

Backlash Y
Reversal spikes X

9.1

Reversal spikes Y
Lateral p la y X

i

-10.9

►-18.5 pm

15.1 p m

-2 %

-11

Lateral p la y Y

^

15.9

▼ -26.9 p m

14.8 pm

-2 %

-12

C y c lic e rro r X

t3 7 .8

d /4 6 .0 pm

46.0 pm

-6 %

-6

C y c lic e rro r Y

t6 2 .8

d/66.1 pm

66.1 pm

-8 %

-3

Servo m ism atch

5.86 ms

24.7 p m

-3 %

-9
1

Squareness

-0.21811 degs

190.3 p m

23%

Straightness X

-110.0 p m

55.0 pm

-7 %

-5

Straightness Y

70.0 pm

35.0 pm

-4 %

-8

17.5 pm

-2 %

-10

S caling m ism atch

-35.1 p m

C y c lic p itch X

5.0400 m m

C y c lic p itch Y

5.0400 mm

Radius

50.0000m m

253.1 m m /m in

Feedrate

254.0m m /m in

Centre o ffse t X

299.7 p m

Start/End/O vershoot

0°/360°/180°

Centre o ffse t Y

87.6 pm

Run sequence

CCW CW

C irc u la rity

369.8 pm

Sample rate

20.833H z

C alculated
feedrate

T e st P a ra m e te rs

T able 6.1 the actual values o f the final test.
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Chapter 7 -Discussion o f Results
In previous chapters, a set o f metrics where proposed that will guide the discussion o f the
results o f performance metrics o f the new machine and how it’s compared to the performance
o f the existing machines. This comparison is important because it will validate the purpose o f
this project, which is to build a desktop CNC machine that costs less than the price o f the
commercial desktop CNC machines, but has comparable performance relative to them.
For the purpose o f comparison. Table 7.1 shows the proposed performance metrics values for
all three machines; the proLlGHT, the Microkinetics and the machine which will be called
“the GVSU MILL” .
Part o f table 7.1, was created in chapter 3, where a set o f values o f the performance sought
for the GVSU mill was proposed and then after building the mill and measuring its
performance the other part o f the table was added.
The last column represents the deviation o f the error in GVSU mill from the
compromised values, a value approaching zero indicates that the specific performance metric
is approximately at the midpoint between the proLlGHT and the Microkinetics but shifting
towards the Microkinetics if the sign o f that value is positive and towards the proLlGHT if
the sign is negative. For example, if the percent deviation is -100%, then the error value was
the same as the proLlGHT error value for that specific metric, if the value exceeded -100%,
then it means the GVSU mill, achieved better performance than the proLlGHT in that
specific metric. This comparison is presented in Figure 7.1.
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P ro L lG H T
M achining
C en ter
( fi inch)

M icrokinetics
CNC Express
( p inch)

Difference
( p inch)

C om prom ised
Specifications
( p inch)

GVSU
M IL L
( p inch)

Percent
Deviation

positive X

26.8

370.6

343.8

198.7

35.1

-95.17%

negative x

25.8

368

342.2

196.9

9.1

-109.76%

positive Y

24.9

346

321.1

185.45

4.4

-112.77%

negative Y

27.4

328.8

301.4

178.1

-0.9

-118.78%

45.9

1303.9

1258

674.9

-35.1

-112.88%

positive X

6.1

190.3

184.2

98.2

37.8

-65.58%

negative x

8.4

198

189.6

103.2

46

-60.34%

positive Y

3.6

181.7

178.1

92.65

62.8

-33.52%

negative Y

8.4

183.1

174.7

95.75

66.1

-33.94%
162.92%
-46.96%

Proposed P erform ance M etrics

B acklash:

S caling M ism atch

C yclic E rror
oo

Squareness

D ynam ic error
(A SM E B5.54)

C ircular D eviation
(ISO 230-4)
C ost in US$

btwn. X,Y

-0 .0 0 9 5 2 deg s

-0.16819 degs

-0.15867

-0.088855

-0.21811
degs

non roundness

62.7

1226.3

1163.6

644.5

371.3

31.6@ 18

550.1 @192

518.5

290.85

175.1 @230

,-31.2 @97

,-676.1 @94

-644.9

-353.65

,-196.1 @145

CW

57.0

1157.5

1100.5

607.25

317.9

-52.59%

CCW

61.0

1152.7

1091.7

606.85

379

-41.74%

27,000

7,995

21,000

2,000

1,500

maximum
deviation
minimum
deviation

Table 7.1 comparison o f the three machines.

-44.65%
-48.86%
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Figure 7.1 percent deviation from the compromised performance values.

The performance o f the GVSU mill in regards to the backlash is very close to the
performance of the proLIGHT, this is expected because the drive system used in the
GVSU mill is comparable to the system on the proLIGHT. The percent deviation value
ranges from 82% to 100%, this could be the result o f the wide range o f backlash error
value in the Microkinetics. The scaling mismatch value exceeds the value o f the
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proLIGHT and this was achieved using the flexibility o f the software to be configured in
such a way as to hide the effect o f the mismatch between the two axes.
The low percentage o f the cyclic error can be justified by the fact that the ball screw is a
free on one side and fixed on the other side by one bearing in the GVSU mill. Two
bearings are used in the proLIGHT. In spite o f this fact, the GVSU mill achieved better
performance than the Microkinetics and better performance than the values sought for the
GVSU mill.
The value o f the squareness is the worst value as it meets the mid point performance of
the two existing machines, this low value indicates that there is a difference in the
performance o f the linear bearing used in the proLIGHT verses the ones used in the
GVSU mill simply because the first set o f bearings had a better grip on the guideways
rods.
The dynamic error and the deviation errors had a low percentage but still more than the
mid point performance. They were highly affected by the cyclic error and the squareness
error.
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Chapter 8 -Recommendation for Future Work
The design process for the GVSU mill is an iterative process. The design didn’t eliminate
all the problems and achieve the best performing machine. This would also open the
doors for new ideas and modification to the GVSU mill in order to improve the
performance.
Throughout the testing o f the GVSU mill, it was noticed that the performance o f the
machine can be increased by noticing the following points;
1. Two major errors contributed to lower the performance o f the mill. The
squareness and the cyclic error. It was indicated in the previous chapters that the
first error relates to a specific part on the machine, which is the linear bearings.
Because closed pillow block bearings can accommodate large dynamic loads,
but this type have a self aligning capabilities up to 0.5° Deg as shown in figure
8.1, which makes them unsuitable for this application where the tight grip to the
linear rods is very important, and especially when used in the configuration
shown in figure 8.1. A very good alternative that would eliminate the slight play
in the guiding rods is to use two long pillow block linear bearings instead o f
four, these bearings are more expensive, but a trade o ff between the performance
and the cost validate their use.
2. The design o f the current driving system was intended for ease o f manufacturing
and to reduce the cost o f extra parts like radial bearings, but the performance
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cost trade off was too much. It is vital that an extra radial bearing is installed in a
duplex arrangement so as to make the ball screw more rigid in its place.
! ..

:# r
I <

'-'4' *-■ '

j

*

F igure 8.1 Self aligning linear bearing may cause unwanted movement of the axis.
3. Another problem that appeared when operating the machine is vibration o f the
frame o f the machine. The vibration may also be induced by the undesired
flexibility o f the linear guide rods. Vibration showed up clearly when milling a
hard plastic piece, the effect o f vibration was reduced by:
/.

A 4 flute cutting tool used instead o f two flute tool.

//. The structure o f the mill was fixed to the base table using C clamps.
UL By using a soft plastic work piece.
IV. Reducing the feedrate o f the axis, because the power and the speed o f the
spindle motor are low. This reduces the removed material volume per turn o f
the cutting tool, which in turn will reduce the vibration.
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V.

Increasing the power o f the spindle motor would reduce some o f the vibration
caused by leak o f power o f the spindle motor. The proLIGHT and the
Microkinetics machines have a heavy structure that absorbs the vibration and
the spindle motor used is more than 1 hp with a speed that reaches 5000 RPM.

4. A very slight squareness problem was also noticed in the tests. This might be the
result o f imperfect machining of the mating parts o f the X-Y box. (The idea behind
this concept is to make the machining and assembly processes o f the X-Y box an easy
task, so a very high degree o f precision should be taken care when machining the box
parts.) Another easy, yet effective way is to machine box from one piece. This will
guarantee that the four sides o f the box are perfectly 90° from each other.
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Appendix A - G and M Codes

This part program is used with the ballbar test.
%

NIO

G54

(apply work offsets)

N15

G90

(absolute dimensions)

N20

M05

(spindle off)

N25

G17

(movements in x y plane)

N30

FIO

(set feedrate)

N35

GOl X-2.008 Y O .0 ZO.O;

(move to start point)

N40

MOO;

(pause to fit ballbar)

N45

GOl X-1.968 YO.O;

(perform feed in)

N50

GO 3 XO.O Y-1.968 R1.968

(360 degree CCW arc)

N55

G03 XI . 968 YO.O R1.968

N60

G03 XO.O Y1.968 R1.968

N65

G03 X-1.968 YO R1.968

N70

G03 XO.O Y-1.968 R1.968

N75

G03 X I . 968 YO.O R1.968

N80

G03 XO.O Y1.968 R1.968

N85

G03 X-1.968 YO R1.968

N90

GOl X-2.008 YO.O;

N95

MOO;

NlOO

GOl X-2.008 YO.O;

(perform feed in)

N105

G02 XO.O Y-1.968 R1.968

(360 degree CW arc)

NllO

G02 X I . 968 YO.O R1.968

N115

G02 XO.O Y1.968 R1.968

N120

G02 X-1.968 YO R1.968

N125

G02 XO.O Y-1.968 R1.968

N130

G02 X I . 968 YO.O R1.968

N135

G02 XO.O Y1.968 R1.968

N140

G02 X-1.968 YO R1.968

N145

GOl X-2.008 YO.O;

(perform feed out)

N150

M30;

(program end)

(360 degree CCW arc)

(perform feed out)
(pause to change software direction)

(360 degree CW arc)
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Common G code
Default G codes used on most machines types. User customizable G codes will change based
on application and user definition. You can add, modify, edit, delete and customize your own
G and M codes. [15]
Special characters that can be used from within your program are:
( ) Enter user notes between the two parentheses.
{ } Enter math functions between the two braces.

GOO Rapid move GO X# Y# Z# up to eight axes or GO Z# X#
GOl Feed Rate move G1 X# Y# Z# up to eight axes or G1 Z# X#
G02 Clockwise move
G O 3 Counter Clockwise move
G04 Dwell time G O 4 L#
G08 Spline Smoothing On
G09 Exact stop check,

Spline Smoothing Off

GIO A linear feedrate controlled move with a decelerated stop
Gil Controlled Decel stop
G17 XY PLANE
G18 XZ PLANE
G19 YZ PLANE
G28 Return to clearance plane
G33 Threading

(Lathe)

G35 Bypass error checking on next line
G40

Tool

compensation off

G41

Tool

compensation to the

left

G42

Tool

compensation to the

right

G43

Tool

length compensation

- negative direction

G44

Tool

length compensation

- positive direction

G49 Tool length compensation cancelled
G53 Cancel work coordinate offsets
G54-G59 Work coordinate offsets 1 through 6
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G61

Spline contouring with buffering mode off

G64

Spline contouring with buffering mode on

G65 Mill out rectangular pocket
G65 Mill out circular pocket
G67 Flycut
G68 Mill out rectangular pocket with radius corners
G70 Inch mode
G71 Millimeter mode
G74 Peck drilling

(Lathe)

G83 Z# X# R#

G81 Drill cycle G81 X# Y# Z# R#
G82 Dwell cycle G82 X# Y# Z# R#
G83

Peck cycle G83 X# Y# Z# R#

G84

Tapping cycle G84 X# Y# Z# R# C#

G85 Boring cycle

1 G85 X# Y#

Z# R#

G86 Boring cycle

2 G86 X# Y#

Z# R#

G88 Boring cycle

3 G88 X# Y#

Z# R#

G89 Boring

4 G89 X# Y#

Z# R#

cycle

G90 Absolute mode
G91 Incremental mode
G92 Home coordinate reset G92 X# Y# Z#
G94 IPM mode

(Lathe)

G95 IPR mode

(Lathe)

default

G96 Constant Surface Feed On
G97 Constant Surface Feed Off

(Lathe)
(Lathe)

GllO Lathe Groove Face
Gill Lathe Groove OD
GI12 Lathe Groove ID
G113 Lathe Thread OD
G114 Lathe Thread ID
G115 Lathe Face Rough
G116 Lathe Turn Rough
G120 Mill Outside Square
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G121 Mill Outside Circle or Island
G122 Mill Out Counter Bore
G123 Mill Outside Ellipse pocket
G124 Mill Inside Ellipse pocket
G125 Mill Outside Slot
G126

Mill Inside Slot pocket

G130

3D tool compensation with gouge

G131

3Doffset parallel to 3D profile

G132

3D tool compensation with gouge protection in the Z axis

protection

only
G135 5 axis tool compensation with gouge protection
G136 Included angle limit for gouge protection.

G136 L#

G140 3D part rotation

and plane tilting G140 U# V# W# R#

G141 Scale factor for

the X axis

only. G141

L#

G142 Scale factor for

the Y axis

only. G142

L#

G143 Scale factor for

the Z axis

only. G143

L#

G160 Mill 3D Cylinder
G162 Mill 3D Sphere
G163 Mill 3D Ramped Plane
G170 Set soft limits and crash fixture/chuck barriers to
defaults
G171 Set backward crash fixture/chuck barriers G171 U# V# W#
G172 Set forward crash fixture/chuck barriers G172 U# V# W#
G181 Bolt Hole Drill
G182 Bolt Hole Dwell
G183 Bolt Hole Peck
G184 Bolt Hole TapG185 Bolt Hole Bore
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Common M Codes [15]
Default M codes used on most machines types. User customizable M codes will change
based on application and user definition. [15]

M02 End of Program
M03 Spindle On Clockwise,

Laser,

Flame,

Power ON

M04 Spindle On Counter Clockwise
M05 Spindle Stop,

Laser,

Flame,

Power OFF

MO 6 Tool Change
M O 8 Coolant On
M O 9 Coolant Off
MIO Reserved for tool height offset
M13 Spindle On, Coolant On
M30 End of Program when macros are used
M91 Readout Display Incremental
M92 Readout Display Absolute
M97 Go to or jump to line number
M98 Jump to macro or subroutine
M99 Return from macro or subroutine
MlOO Machine Zero Reset
M199 Mid program start
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Appendix B - Calculation sheet for the ball screw

The rated load that involves a factor o f safety is assumed to be 1000 lb
The cycle o f operation is sought as follows:

lOOin/min
Average. S p eed = SO. 5S mckOnm.

/

\

5 seconds
0.32

0.32

The selection o f the correct ball screw and nut for this application involves some steps
introduced as following:
STEPl
The axial force required to move the load
F = /uxN

Where

fi = coefficient o f friction o f the guidance =0.0013

F = 0.0013 X1000/6 = 1.‘ilb s
STEP 2
Find the average travel rate
Distance = 11.89 in
Time to travel that distance = 0.2 sec.
V = 80.58 in/min.
STEP 3
Find the maximum travel rate
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100 in/min
.

Speed = S0.5S in ch m in

\
5 seconds
0.32

0.32
STEP 4
Determine total unsupported length.
Total travel = 11.89 in.
Extra screw length = 4.23
So, total unsupported length =16.12 inch

STEPS
Determine the End -Fixity.
End Fixity is Type “A” [4]
STEP 6
Select a screw based on the critical speed.
According to the chart presented in the linear motion design guide [4], a Max. travel rate =
100 inch/min.
End-fixity = simple
Unsupported length =16.12
The screw is 0631-0200(951), which had a lead 0.2 inch. The max RPM needed to achieve
the max. travel rate = 5000 RPM

STEP?
Check a column strength o f the screw
Load = 1000 lb
Unsupported length =16.12 inch
Based on the column strength chart presented below, the load is within the column strength
One end support
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The selected screw and nut

0631-0200 SRT
Lead accuracy: ±0.004 in./ft.
Single start
0.631

Ball circle diameter

0.200 Lead
0.500 Root diameter
0.125 Nominal ball diameter
0.82

Screw weight (lbs./ft.)
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Appendix C - Important Parts cfE M C .IN I file

This font is part of the emc.ini file

This font IS part of the explanation

; EMC controller parameters for generic controller. Make these what you need
; for your system.
; General section --------------------------------------------------------------[EMC]
; Version of this INI file
VERSION =
SRevision: 1.13 $
; Name of machine,
MACHINE =

for use with display, etc.
Generic

; Name of NML file to use, default is emc.nml
NML_FILE =
emc.nml
; Debug level, 0 means no messages. See emc/src/emcnml/emcglb.h for others
;DEBUG =
0x00000003
; DEBUG =
0x00000007
DEBUG =
0x7FFFFFFF

The debu <0 value can be s e t to show all the values of the run p ro cess
; Sections for display options --------------------------------------------------[DISPLAY]
; Platform for GUI, e.g., realtime, nonrealtime
PLAT =
nonrealtime
; Name of
; DISPLAY
DISPLAY =
; DISPLAY
; DISPLAY
; DISPLAY

display program, e.g., xemc
=
xemc
tkemc
=
yemc
=
keystick
=
emcpanel

Display program is the GUI that will be used to communicate with the user
; Cycle time,
CYCLE_TIME =

in seconds, that display will sleep between polls
0.200

; Path to help file
HELP_FILE =

doc/help.txt

; Initial display setting for position, RELATIVE or MACHINE
POSITION_OFFSET =
RELATIVE
; Initial display setting for position, COMMANDED or ACTUAL
POSITION_FEEDBACK =
ACTUAL
; Highest value that will be allowed for feed override,
MAX FEED OVERRIDE =
1.2
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1.0 = 100*

; Prefix to be used
PROGRAM_PREFIX =

programs/

; Introductory graphic
INTRO_GRAPHIC = emc.gif
INTRO TIME = 5
; Task controller section --------------------------------------------------------[TASK]
; Platform for task controller, e.g., realtime, nonrealtime
PLAT =
nonrealtime
; Name of task controller program, e.g., bridgeporttask
; TASK=
bridgeporttask
TASK =
minimilltask

This 15 th e controller program that will define the typ e of inputs and outputs,
Bridgeporttask u ses an extra parallel port for extra inputs and outputs, but
minimilltask u ses the regular parallel port for the standard inputs and outputs.
; Cycle time, in seconds, that task controller will sleep between polls
CYCLE_TIME =
0.010

This IS the time period between updating the output and the inputs on the parallel
port pins.
; Part program interpreter section ---[RS274NGC]
; File containing interpreter variables
PARAMETER FILE =
emc.var
; Motion control section ---------------------------------------------------------[EMCMOT]
; Platform for motion, e.g., realtime, nonrealtime
PLAT =
realtime
; PLAT =
nonrealtime
; Name of motion control program
; EMCMOT =
steppermod.o
; EMCMOT =
freqmod.o
; EMCMOT =
stgmod.o
EMCMOT =
stg2mod.o
; EMCMOT =
eracmotsim

the motion control program is the program that sen d s the pulses to the assigned
parallel ports, each of th ese modules has a different way handling the signals,
stepperm od.o and fregm ode.o are to o modules that work with step p er motors,
fregm ode.o send a much smoother pulses when handling large velocities. The other
modules work with servo motors.

; Key for real OS shared memory, e.g.,
SHMEM_KEY =
100

for simulated motion

; Base address for physical shared memory, e.g., for real-time motion.
; Note that if you change this, you may need to change OS parameters, e.g.,
; /etc/lilo.conf
SHMEM_BASE_ADDREGG =
CxlFOOOOO
; SHMEM BASE ADDRESS = OxSFOOOOO
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; Base address of Servo To Go board
;IO_BASE_ADDRESS
=
0x200
; 10 BASE ADDRESS =
0x300

In c a se of servo motors used, this variable will be deployed along another variable in
this file.
; Address for parallel port used for steppers
0 BASE ADDRESS =
0x378

This IS the address of the parallel port pins in the memory, usually 0X 37Ô , but can
be different depending on computers, this information can be pulled out from the
RAM memory of the computer,
; Timeout for comm to emcraot, in seconds
COMM_TIMEOUT =
1.0
; Interval between tries to emcmot,
COMM_WAIT =
0.010

in seconds

; Base task period, in seconds
; Don't use this if steppermod is being loaded.
; PERIOD =
0.000016

This IS the time period between the calculation of the trajectories of the axis, it’s
used only if the fregm od.o module is used and the value d ep en d s on how fast the
CPU of the computer can handle.
; Address for motion 10, synchronized with motion start/end
MOTION 10 ADDRESS =0x3BC
; Trajectory planner section -------------------------------------[TRAJ]
AXES =
; COORDINATES =
COORDINATES =
HOME =
LINEAR_UNITS =

3
X Ï Z R P W
X Y Z
0 0 0
0.03937007874016

If this value were s e t t o I , then EMC will work in inches.
ANGULAR_UNITS =
CYCLE_TIME =
DEFAÜLT_VELûCITï

This

IS

-

1.0
0.010
0,0167

the velocity of the jogging while in the manual mode.

MAX_VELOCITY =
DEFAULT_ACCELERATION =
MAX_ACCELERATION =
PROBE_INDEX =
PROBE POLARITY =

1.2
20.0
20.0
0
1

; Axes sections -; First axis
[AXIS_0]

This

IS

the X axis
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TYPE =
UNITS =
HOME =
MAX_VELOCITY =
P = 1000.000
I = 0.000
D = 0.030
FFO = 0.000
FFl = 0.077
FF2 = 0.000
BACKLASH = 0.000
BIAS = 0.000
MAX_ERROR = 0.000
DEADBAND = 0.000
CYCLE_TIME =
INPUT_SCALE =

LINEAR
0.03937007874016
0.000
1.2

0.001000
1000
0

The number of pulses per inch of travel of the X axis
OUTPUT_SCALE = 1.000 0.000

The output scale should have the same numbers if frecjmod.o was used
MIN_LIMIT =
MAX_LIMIT =

-10.0
10.0

The so ft limits of the X axis
MIN_OUTPUT =
-10
MAX_OUTPUT =
10
FERROR = 1.000
MIN_FERROR = 0.010
HOMING_VEL =
0.1
HOME_OFFSET =
0.0
ENABLE_POLARITY =
0
MIN_LIMIT_SWITCH_POLARITY =
0
m a x _l i m i t _s w i t c h” p o l a r i t y =
0
HOME_SWITCH_POLARITY =
1
HOMING_POLARITY =
1
JOGGING_POLARITY =
1
FAULT_POLARITY =
1
; Parameters for Inland Motor BMHS-0701 X 20
TORQUE_UNITS =
OZ_IN
ARMATURE_RESISTANCE =
1.10
ARMATURE_INDUCTANCE =
0.0120
BACK_EMF_CONSTANT =
0.0254
ROTOR_INERTIA =
0.0104
DAMPING_FRICTION_COEFFICIENT = 0.083
SHAFT_OFFSET =
0
REVS_PER_UNIT =
10
; Parameters for generic amplifier
AHPLIFIER_GAIN =
1
MAX_OUTPUT_CURRENT =
10
LOAD_RESISTANCE 1
; parameters for generic encoder
COUNTS PER REV =
4096

; Second axis
[AXIS 1]

Y axis, also shares the same variables that should be configured a s the X and Z axis
as far as how many pulses per secon d
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TYPE =
LINEAR
UNITS =
0.03937007874016
HOME =
0.000
MAX_VELOCITY =
1.2
P = 1000.000
I = 0.000
D = 0.030
FFO = 0.000
FFl = 0.077
FF2 = 0.000
BACKLASH = 0.000
BIAS = 0.000
MAX_ERROR = 0.000
DEADBAND = 0.000
CYCLE_T1ME =
0.001000
1NPUT_SCALE =
10 0 0
0
OUTPUT_SCALE = 1.000 0.000
M1N_L1M1T =
- 10.0
MAX_L1M1T =
10.0
M1N_0UTPUT =
-10
MAX_OUTPUT =
10
FERROR = 1.000
M1N_FERR0R = 0.010
H0M1NG_VEL =
0.1
HOME_OFFSET =
0.0
ENABLE_P0LAR1TY =
0
0
M1N_L1M1T_SW1TCH_P0LAR1TY =
0
MAX_L1M1T_SW1TCH_P0LAR1TY =
H0ME_SW1TCH_P0LAR1TY =
1
H0M1NG_P0LAR1TY =
1
J0GG1NG_P0LAR1TY =
1
FAULT POLARITY =
1
; Parameters for Inland Motor BMHS-0701 X 20
T0RQUE_UN1TS =
0Z_1N
ARMATURE_RES1STANCE =
1.10
ARMATURE_1NDUCTANCE =
0.0120
BACK_EMF_CONSTANT =
0.0254
R0T0R_1NERT1A =
0.0104
DAM PING_FRICT1ON_COE FFlCIENT = 0.083
SHAFT_OFFSET =
0
REVS_PER_UN1T =
10
; Parameters for generic amplifier
AMPL1F1ER_GA1N =
1
MAX_OUTPUT_CURRENT =
10
L0AD_RES1STANCE =
1
; parameters for generic encoder
COUNTS PER REV =
4096
; Third axis
[AXIS 2]
TYPE =
UNITS =
HOME =
MAX VELOCITY

LINEAR
0.03937007874016

0.000
0.9

Usually the Z axis maximum velocity should be less that Y, and X
P = 1000.000
1

=

0.000

D = 0.030
FFO = 0.000
FFl = 0.077
FF2 = 0.000
BACKLASH = 0.000
BIAS = 0.000
MAX_ERROR = 0.000
DEADBAND = 0.000
CYCLE TIME =

0.001000
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INPUT_SCALE =
1000
0
OÜTPÜT_SCALE = 1.000 0.000
MIN_LIMIT =
-10.0
MAX_LIMIT =
10.0
MIN_OUTPUT =
-10
MAX_OUTPUT =
10
FERROR = 1.000
MIN_FERROR = 0.010
HOMING_VEL =
0.1
HOME_OFFSET =
0.0
ENABLE_POLARITY =
0
MIN_LIMIT_SWITCH_POLARITY =
0
MAX_LIMIT_SWITCH_POLARITY =
0
HOME_SWITCH_POLARITY =
1
HOMING_POLARITY =
1
JOGGING_POLARITY =
1
FAULT_POLARITY =
1
; Parameters for Inland Motor BMHS-0701 X 20
TORQUE_UNITS =
OZ_IN
ARMATURE_RESISTANCE =
1.10
ARMATURE_INDUCTANCE =
0.0120
BACK_EMF_CONSTANT =
0.0254
ROTOR_INERTIA =
0.0104
DAMPING_FRICTION_COEFFICIENT = 0.083
SHAFT_OFFSET =
0
REVS_PER_UNIT =
10
; Parameters for generic amplifier
AMPLIFIER_GAIN =
1
MAX_OUTPUT_CURRENT =
10
LOAD_RESISTANCE =
1
; parameters for generic encoder
COUNTS_PER_REV =
4096
; section for main 10 controller parameters -----------------------------[EMCIO]
; Platform for 10 controller, e.g., realtime, nonrealtime
PLAT =
nonrealtime
; Name of 10 controller program, e.g., bridgeportio
; EMCIO =
bridgeportio
EMCIO =
rainimillio
; EMCIO =
simio

This also should be configured to minimillio
; cycle time, in seconds
CYCLE_TIME =
0.100
; tool table file
TOOL_TABLE =
emc.tbl
; address for parallel port used for auxiliary 10
IO_BASE_ADDRESS =
0x278
; wait times in seconds for spindle brake,
SPINDLE_OFF_WAIT
=
1.0
SPINDLE_ON_WAIT
=
1.5

release

; external digital inputs, outputs are always 0 for OV, 1 for 5/24V
; digital in bits
ESTOP_SENSE_INDEX
LUBE_SENSE_INDEX

=
=

1
2

; digital in polarity, 0 is inverted, 1 is normal
; controller compares with polarity, equal means on, not equal means off
ESTOP SENSE POLARITY

=

0
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LUBE_SENSE_POLARITY

=

1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
0
6
7
8
9
10
11

=

3
-0.001
0.001042

; digital out bits
SPINDLE_FORWARD_INDEX
SPINDLE_REVERSE_INDEX
MIST_COOLANT_INDEX
FLOOD_COOLANT_INDEX
SPINDLE_DECREASE_INDEX
SPINDLE_INCREASE_INDEX
ESTOP_WRITE_INDEX
SPINDLE_BRAKE_INDEX
; analog out bits
SPINDLE_ON_INDEX
MIN_VOLTS_PER_RPM
MAX_VOLTS_PER_RPM

=
=

; digital out polarity, 0 is inverted, 1 is normal
; controller writes the polarity to turn on, opposite of polarity to turn off
SPINDLE_FORWARD_POLARITY
SPINDLE_REVERSE_POLARITY
MIST_COOLANT_POLARITY
FLOOD_COOLANT_POLARITY
SPIN DLE_DECREASE_POLARITY
SPINDLE_INCREASE_POLARITY
ESTOP_WRITE_POLARITY
SPINDLE_BRAKE_POLARITY
SPINDLE ENABLE POLARITY

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1

; section for external NML server parameters -----------------------[EMCSERVER]
; Name of NML server, e.g., emcsvr; if not found then none will run
; EMCSERVER =
emcsvr
; section for emc stripchart
[EMCSTRIP]

parameters ------------------------------------

; Name of strip chart display program e.g.
; EMCSTRIP =
emcstripchart

emcstripchart; if not found then none will run

; OPTIONS for emcstripchart ussually -f something.conf; This file
; variables to plot, colors etc. -u changes the update rate.
OPTIONS = -f emcstrip.conf.ferror
;test
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says which

Appendix D - Diagram of the Driver’s Circuit
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Appendix E - Calculation and Selection o f the Stepper Motor

What is meant by motor selection is to calculate how much torque is required from the
motor.
1. establish Motion Objectives (The most Important Step)
Maximum velocity = 1.6 inch/sec
Acceleration time (Ramp ) =0.32 sec
Operate at maximum velocity for 5 seconds.
Deceleration time = 0.32 sec
Immediate reverse operation
Operate continuously
2. calculate the critical move parameters
a. maximum angular speed ©max
angular speed = linear speed * turn o f motor/ linear speed movement * conversion
in ^A 0rev^,2nrad,
sec

hnch

Irev

' sec

b. Maximum Acceleration rate a

3. calculate inertia o f all moving components
Js : Ball screw Inertia
;r(13.6844m )(0.283/^3)(0.32/M )'
Jn =
2(32.2- V 2)(12— )
sec
\f t
Jg = 1.651 xlO'Vô.w.sec^ = 2.6x 10"^oz./«.sec^

Where:

L = length o f ball screw
r = Radius o f the screw
P = the density o f the material, from which the screw was made.
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g = acceleration o f gravity
J l-hi : Load Inertial reflected to motor

1
— xPs
Irev

^

,

1000/6

1

3

( 3 2 .2 - Y 2X 12— )
/s e c ^ '^
\ft ’

'^L^M = 2.62x 10‘^/6in.sec^ = 0.04 loziw. sec ^

Where : 1 oz = 0.06363 lb
Where:

W l = weight o f the load
W t = weight o f the table
Ps = motor revolutions/ inch

Rotor Inertia = 0.0023 oz.in.sec^, provided in the Data Sheet o f the Motor

J,g,ai = 0.0023 + 0.041 = 0.0433 oz.in.sec^
4. calculate acceleration torque at motor shaft due to reflected inertia from load and
mechanism only
- ^acc = '^loiai

= 0.04347 X314.28 = 13.66 ozin

5. calculate all non-Inertial Forces, Torques, and Friction
= (W^ + Wj.)x sin y

where

y : is the angle o f the center line
with the Horizontal line

Fg = (Wi^ + IFj. ) Xsin 0 = 0

y =0
Fg : Force due to Gravity

^fr = t? X (Wi^+Wj.)x COS y

where

r] : is coefficient o f friction between
the sliding parts
77 = 0 . 0 1

= 0 . 0 1 X (10 00 ) X 1 = 1 0 / 6

x /^ x g
1 rev.
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Tl-.m =

2 ^ x lO x l

+13.66 ozin x 0.06363 —
oz

^L-*M = 8.11 lb in + 0.87 Ibin = 8.981 Ibin

=141 ozin

6. calculate total torque reflected to motor

{acceleration torque)^ x {time o f acceleration)
•

RM S

+ {frictio n to rq u ef x {timeofcons Xdx\.tvelocity)
{deceleration to r q u e f x {time o f deceleration)

where

FrictionTorque = 0.2

ozin

Acceleration Torque = 141.18
"^RMs •

ozin

Torque required fo r the entire cycle

(141.38oz./«)^ X(0.32sec)
^RMS ~

+ {0.2ozin)^ X(5 sec)

=113,10 o zin

(140.98oz.m )'x(0.32)

7. motor selected is

M otor Model N um ber
C onnection
(oz-in )
Holding T orque w hen
2 p h a s e are ON
(N.m)
Amps
DC
R ated C urrent/P hase
Ohms
P h a se R esistan ce
mH
P h a se Inductance
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E22N R F T -L N F - NSOO

Parallel
223
1.58

Serles
223
1.58

Unipolar
158
1.12

5
0.33
1.1

2.5
1.2
4.5

3.5
1.1
1.1

Appendix F - Engineering Drawings o f the GVSU Mill
- Bill o f materials
1. parts for the machine

price/piece

include
shipping

item s

overall
price

$8.02

NO

3

$24.06

$8.81

no

3

$26.43

$4.55

no

3

$13.65

axis, grand rapids
616-453-7791
www.Dacsci.com

$278

no/tba

3

$834.00

6 foot stock
ball screw

power.trac srt
1800-321-7800

$58.3

1

$58.30

0.631 circle
dia.

call and place and
order

0.2 outside
dia.
right hand.

with description of
the product

Item

D escription

A 6A 310H3708

Aluminum
pulley
3/8" belt
width
0.2 pitch
10 grooves
bore size
0.25"

timing pulley

A 6A 320DF03712
timing pulley

A 6R 3036037
belt

E22 NRFTLNF-NSOO

0631-0200
SRT
RH

Aluminum
pulley
3/8" belt
width
0.2 pitch
20 grooves
bore size
0.375"
neo prene
Fiber glass
tension
members
3/8" belt
width
0.2 pitch
36 grooves
7.00" pitch
length
enhanced
hybrid
stepper motor

origin
stock Drive
Products/Sterling
Instrument

516-328-3330

stock Drive
Products/Sterling
Instrument

516-328-3330

stock Drive
Products/Sterling
Instrument

516-328-3330
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standard ball
nut

SBN-0827

power.trac srt
1800-321-7800

$89.04

3

$29.68

call and place and
order
with description of
the product
A7Y55PS11250G

s to c k Drive
P rodu cts/S te rlin g
Instru m e n t

Bore=0.5
O.D. = 1.125
type: plain
single
shield
mat.; 440 st.
lub. G rease
commercial

516-328-3330

$17.70

shipping
from
new York

$53.10

3

overall width
0.3130
total

$1,098.58

2. parts for the driver

Item

G201

12424
PS

D escription
7A, 8 0 V 10 microstep
drive 0.3A to 7A phase
current
24V to 80V power
supply
10 microsteps per step
Size 17 to 42 motors
Input: 110/220 VAC
(Switch selectable)
50/60HZ Output:
24VDC @ 6.5A
Specifications/Features:
Enclosed switching
supply. .5% line. 1%
load reg. 1% P/P
noise/Ripple. Over load
and over voltage
protected. Screw
terminals. UL Listed. L:
7-3/8" W: 3-7/8" H: 11/2" WT: 1.5

origin

price/piece

include
shipping

item s

overall
price

http://www.geckodrive.com

$114.00

no

3

$342.00

Marlin P. Jo n es & Assoc.
http://www.mpja.com

$44.95

no

1

$44.95

total

$386.95
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Engineering drawings o f the GVSU mill.

No.

Drawing Title

1
2
3

Upper frame
Lower frame
Z- Motion System

4

Y - Motion system

5

Z - Motion system

6

X - Motion system

7

Z - End plates & Motion
system

8

Y - Spacing plates

9
10

Assembly A
Assembly A

11
12

Assembly B
Assembly B

13

Z spacing Plates

14
15
16
17
18

X - End Plates
X - End Plates
Z & Y End Plates
Z & Y End Plates
Milling Table

P arts
nu m b ers
in
Drawing
GDI
002
015
016
017
018
025
026
012
013
023
024
008
009
010
O il
020
021
022
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
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B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
003
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028
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